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A Message from the Editor 

I am happy to release the spring issue of Applied Computing Review. This issue includes two selected papers 
presented at the 2012 ACM Symposium on Applied Computing (SAC) and three from the 2012 ACM Research in 
Applied Computation Symposium (RACS). All the selected papers have been revised & expanded for inclusion in 
ACR. I am proud to tell you that all of them maintain high quality and would like to show my appreciation to the 
authors for contributing the state-of-the-art methods in their research area. 

ACR is available to everyone who is interested in the modern applied computing research trends. Our goal is to 
provide you with a platform for sharing innovative thoughts among professionals in various fields of applied 
computing. We are working with the ACM SIG Governing Board to further expand SIGAPP by increasing 
membership and developing a new journal on applied computing in the near future. 

I would like to take this opportunity to announce that the first ACM European Computing Research Congress 
(ECRC) will be held at the Palais des Congrès in Paris from May 2nd to May 4th. More information about ECRC 
can be found below.  In addition, I am delighted to remind you once again that the 28th SAC will be held in 
Coimbra, Portugal, from Mar. 18th to Mar. 22nd. Please join us and enjoy the conference. Your kind support and 
cooperation will be highly appreciated. Thank you. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Sung Shin 
Editor in Chief & Chair of ACM SIGAPP 
 

ACM ECRC 

Registration is now open for ECRC 2013 (http://ecrc.acm.org/): The First ACM European Computing Congress in 
collaboration with CHI13 “Changing Perspectives”, May 2-4, 2013 (Early Registration Deadline – April 3, 2013). 

Organized by ACM Europe, this event is co-locating multiple research conferences, workshops, and meetings to 
create a significant gathering of European computing researchers. The ACM ECRC plenary sessions will address 
important issues in European computing research. The general reception will foster an enhanced level of 
networking among European researchers, a tangible contribution of ACM Europe to the computing community. 
ACM ECRC is being built around SIGCHI's 2013 CHI conference that will be held at the Palais des Congrès in 
Paris. CHI'13 begins Saturday, April 27, 2013 and runs through Thursday, May 2, 2013. 

Next Issue 

The planned release for the next issue of ACR is June 2013. 
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ABSTRACT
In process-aware information systems (PAISs), usually, dif-
ferent user groups have distinguished perspectives on the
business processes supported and on related business data.
Hence, personalized views and proper abstractions on these
business processes are needed. However, existing PAISs do
not provide adequate mechanisms for creating and visualiz-
ing process views and process model abstractions. Usually,
process models are displayed to users in exactly the same
way as originally modeled. This paper presents a flexible
approach for creating personalized views based on param-
eterizable operations. Respective view creation operations
can be flexibly composed to either hide non-relevant process
information or to abstract it. Depending on the parameter-
ization of the selected view creation operations, one obtains
process views with more or less relaxed properties, e.g., re-
garding the degree of information loss or the soundness of
the resulting model abstractions. Altogether, the realized
view concept allows for a more flexible abstraction and vi-
sualization of large business process models satisfying the
needs of different user groups.1

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.2 [Design Tools and Techniques]: Computer-aided
software engineering (CASE); H.1.2 [User/Machine Sys-
tems]: Human factors

General Terms
Management, Design, Human Factors

Keywords
Process Model Abstraction, Process View, View Update,
Process Visualization, Human-oriented Business Process Man-
agement, Process Change

1. INTRODUCTION
Process-aware information systems (PAISs) provide support
for business processes at the operational level [1]. A PAIS
strictly separates process logic from application code, rely-
ing on explicit process models. This enables a separation of
concerns, which is a well established principle in computer

1Copyright is held by the authors. This work is
based on an earlier work: SAC’12 Proceedings of
the 2012 ACM Symposium on Applied Comput-
ing, Copyright 2012 ACM 978-1-4503-0857-1/12/03.
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2245276.2232043

science to increase maintainability and to reduce costs of
change [2]. The increasing adoption of PAISs has resulted
in large process model collections (cf. Figure 1). In turn,
each process model may refer to different domains, orga-
nizational units, and user groups, and comprise dozens or
even hundreds of activities (i.e., process steps) [3]. Usually,
different user groups need customized views on the process
models relevant for them, enabling a personalized process
model abstraction and visualization [4, 5, 6, 7]. For exam-
ple, managers rather prefer an abstract process overview,
whereas process participants need a more detailed view of
the process parts they are involved in.

PMS4: Large Process Model 

Illustration.  

One of our partners from the automotive domain has provided us with detailed insights into product 
planning (PP), which constitutes a core process in vehicle development [1]. The part of the PP process 
we considered, for example, comprises a large number of activities for planning production facilities 
and resources. Furthermore, it defines the flow of about 50 relevant documents. When studying this 
case we got access to a large model that was plotted on a 1,5 m x 5 m wallpaper - a fragment of this 
process is depicted in Fig. XX1. Altogether, the PP process comprises several hundreds activities  with 
complex inter-dependencies. Furthermore, there exists a process handbook with detailed descriptions 
of each activity. This handbook mainly serves for training purposes and provides detailed task 
descriptions. – From interviews with process owners we have learned that the current model contains 
several flaws, is known in its complete form to only very few experts, and is outdated in certain parts. 
In particular, the model is considered as being too large and costly regarding its maintenance. 
Interestingly, due to an enterprise-wide harmonization initiative the current process model needs to be 
transformed into another notation as well as into a more comprehensible form.  
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Fig. XX1: Fragment of the product planning process with about 100 activities 
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Figure 1. Complex Process Model (Partial View)

Hence, providing personalized process views is a much needed
PAIS feature. Several approaches for creating process model
abstractions based on process views have been proposed [8,
9]. However, none of them provide parametrizable opera-
tions to assist users in easily creating or changing process
views. Furthermore, existing approaches do not consider
another fundamental aspect of flexible PAISs: change and
evolution [1, 2]. More precisely, it is not possible to change
a large process model through editing or updating one of its
view-based abstractions.
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In the proView2 project, we address these challenges in an
integrated and consistent way by supporting the creation
and visualization of process views as well as enabling users
to change a process model through updates of a related pro-
cess view. In this context, all other views associated with
the changed process model need to be migrated to the new
model version as well. Besides view-based abstractions and
changes, proView allows for alternative process model ap-
pearances (e.g., tree-, form-, and diagram-based represen-
tation) as well as interaction techniques (e.g., gesture- vs.
menu-based) [10, 11, 12, 13]. Note that the proView project
extends previous results from our Proviado project [14, 15]
by providing sophisticated change features and process vi-
sualizations. Our overall goal is to enable domain experts
to “understand” and “interact” with the (executable) process
models they are involved in.
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Figure 2. The proView Framework

Figure 2 gives an overview of the proView framework: A
business process is captured and represented through a Cen-
tral Process Model (CPM). In addition, for a particular CPM,
so-called creation sets (CS) are defined. Each creation set
specifies the schema and appearance of a particular process
view. For defining, visualizing, and updating process views,
the proView framework provides engines for visualization,
change, and execution & monitoring.

The visualization engine generates a process view based on
a given CPM and the information maintained in a creation
set CS, i.e., the CPM schema is transformed to the view
schema by applying the corresponding view creation oper-
ations specified in CS (Step 5©). Afterwards, the resulting
view schema is simplified by applying well-defined refactor-
ing operations (Step 6©). Finally, Step 7© customizes the
visual appearance of the view, e.g., creating a tree-, form-,
or activity-based appearance [10, 14].

When a user updates a view schema, the change engine is
triggered (Step 1©- 4©), which updates the process schema of
underlying CPM and updates all associated process views.
[16] gives detailed insights into the proView architecture and
the view update operations based on which business process
models can be changed through updating process views.

This paper focuses on the parameterizable visualization en-
gine component (cf. Figure 2), i.e., on the provision of a
flexible and parameterizable component for creating process
views and process model abstractions, respectively. Such a
component must cover a variety of use cases. For exam-
ple, it should be possible to create views only containing
activities the current user is involved in or only showing
non-completed process regions. As another example con-
sider executable process models, which often contain techni-

2http://www.dbis.info/proView

cal activities (e.g., data transformation steps) to be excluded
from visualization. Finally, selected process nodes may have
to be hidden or aggregated to meet confidentiality needs [17].

The proView framework allows creating respective process
views based on well-defined, parameterizable view opera-
tions. These rely on both graph reduction and graph ag-
gregation techniques. While the former can be used to re-
move nodes from a process model, the latter are applied to
abstract from certain process information (e.g., aggregat-
ing several activities to one abstract node). Additionally,
proView supports the flexible composition of basic view op-
erations to realize more sophisticated process model abstrac-
tions. The basic idea of creating process views has been al-
ready sketched in the context of Proviado [15, 18]. In this pa-
per, we introduce more advanced view operations and their
formal properties. Further, we outline their implementation.
Finally, we combine elementary view creation operations en-
abling parameterizable high-level view operations.

Section 2 gives background information required to under-
stand this paper. Section 3 introduces the formal founda-
tions of parameterizable process views. Section 4 gives in-
sights into practical issues and presents more complex ex-
amples for defining and creating process views. Section 5
presents the proof-of-concept prototype and a first valida-
tion we conducted. Section 6 discusses related work and
Section 7 concludes with a summary.

2. BACKGROUNDS
Each process is represented by a process schema consist-
ing of process nodes and the control flow between them (cf.
Figure 3). For control flow modeling, control gateways (e.g.,
ANDsplit, XORsplit) and control edges are used.

Definition 1 (Process Schema): A process schema is defined
by a tuple P = (N,E,EC,NT,ET ) where:

• N is a set of process nodes,
• E ⊂ N ×N is a precedence relation

(notation: e = (nsrc, ndest) ∈ E),
• EC : E → Conds ∪ {True} assigns optionally transi-

tion conditions to control edges,
• NT : N → {Activity, ANDsplit, ANDjoin,ORsplit,

ORjoin,XORsplit,XORjoin} assigns to each n ∈ N a
node type NT (n); N is divided into disjoint sets of ac-
tivity nodes A (NT = Activity) and gateways S (NT 6=
Activity).

• ET : E → {ControlEdge, LoopEdge} assigns a type ET (e)
to each edge e ∈ E.
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Figure 3. Example of a Process Instance

Note that this definition focuses on the control flow per-
spective. In particular, it can be applied to existing activity-
oriented modeling languages (e.g., BPMN). Additional, view
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creation operations specifically addressing the data flow are
presented in [19]. Furthermore, the handling of loop struc-
tures is described [20].
We assume that a process schema has one start and one end
node. Further, it has to be connected; i.e., each activity
can be reached from the start node, and from each activity
the end node is reachable. Finally, branches may be arbi-
trarily nested, but must be safe (e.g., a branch following a
XORsplit must not merge with an ANDjoin).

Definition 2 (SESE): Let P = (N,E,EC,NT,ET ) be a pro-
cess schema and let X ⊆ N be a subset of activity nodes.
The subgraph P ′ induced by X is called SESE (Single En-
try Single Exit) fragment iff P ′ is connected and has exactly
one incoming and one outgoing edge connecting it with P.
If P ′ has no preceding (succeeding) nodes, P ′ has only one
outgoing (incoming) edge.

Based on a process schema P , related process instances can
be created and executed at run-time. Regarding the pro-
cess instance from Figure 3, for example, activities A and B
are completed, C is activated (i.e., offered as work items in
user worklists), H is running, and K is skipped (i.e., is not
executed). Generally, a large number of process instances
might run on a given process schema.

Definition 3 (Process Instance): A process instance I is de-
fined by a tuple (P,NS,H) where

• P denotes the process schema on which I is running,

• NS : N → ExecutionStates := {NotActivated,Acti−
vated,Running, Skipped, Completed} describes the ex-
ecution state of each node n ∈ N ,

• H = 〈e1, . . . , en〉 denotes the execution history of I
where each entry ek is related either to the start or
completion of a particular process activity.

For an activity n ∈ N with NS(n) ∈ {Activated,Running},
all preceding activities either must be in state Completed
or Skipped, and all succeeding activities must be in state
NotActivated. Further, there is a path π from the start
node to n with NS(n′) = Completed ∀n′ ∈ π.
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Figure 4. Example of a Process View

3. FUNDAMENTALS ON VIEW CREATION
We first introduce basic view creation operations and reason
about the properties of the resulting process view schemas.
As first example consider the process schema from Figure 4a.

Assume that each of the activity sets {A,B}, {H, I, J,K,L,
M}, and {T,U, V } shall be aggregated, i.e., the process frag-
ments induced by the respective activity set shall be replaced
by one abstract activity. Further, assume that activity sets
{E,F,G} and {R,S} shall be hidden from the user. Fig-
ure 4b shows a possible process view resulting from respec-
tive process model aggregations and reductions.
Generally, process views exhibit an information loss when
compared to the original process (i.e., central process model
(CPM)). As important requirement, view creation opera-
tions should have a precise semantics and be applicable to
both process schemas and instances. Further, it should be
possible to remove process nodes (i.e., reduction) or to re-
place them by abstracted ones (i.e., aggregation). When
creating process views, it is fundamental to preserve the
structure of non-affected process regions. Finally, the ef-
fects of view creation operations should be parameterizable
to meet application needs best and to be able to control the
degree of information loss in a flexible manner.
We first give an abstract definition of a process view. Note
that the concrete properties of such a view depend on the
view operations applied and their parameterization as spec-
ified in a respective creation set (CS).

Definition 4 (Process View): Let P = (N,E,EC,NT,ET )
be a process schema (i.e., central process model) with ac-
tivity set A ⊆ N . Then: A process view on P is a process
schema V (P ) = (N ′, E′, EC′, NT ′, ET ′) whose activity set
A′ ⊆ N ′ can be derived from P by reducing and aggregating
activities from A ⊆ N . Formally:

• AU = A ∩ A′ denotes the set of activities present in
both P and V (P ),
• AD = A \A′ denotes the set of activities present in P ,

but not in V (P ); i.e., reduced or aggregated activities:
AD ≡ AggrNodes ∪RedNodes
• AN = A′ \ A denotes the set of activities present in
V (P ), but not in P .
Each a ∈ AN is an abstract activity aggregating a set
of activities from A:

1. ∃AggrNodesi, i = 1, . . . , n with

AggrNodes =
•⋃

i=1,...,n

AggrNodesi

2. There exists a bijective function aggr with:
aggr : {AggrNodesi|i = 1, . . . , n} → AN

Using the notions from Definition 4 for a given central pro-
cess model P and related view V (P ), we introduce function
V Node : A → A′. This function maps each process activ-
ity c ∈ AU ∪ AggrNodes to a corresponding activity in the
respective process view:

V Node(c) =


c c ∈ AU

aggr(AggrNodesi) ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , n} :

c ∈ AggrNodesi
undefined c /∈ AU ∪AggrNodes

For each view activity c′ ∈ A′, V Node−1(c′) denotes the
corresponding activity or the set of activities aggregated by
c′ in the central process model.
Finally, more complex process views are created by compos-
ing a set of view operations, which also define the semantics
of the process view (cf. Section 4).
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3.1 Creating Process Views Based on Schema
Reduction

Any view management component should be able to remove
activities in a process schema. For example, this is required
to hide irrelevant or confidential process details from a par-
ticular user group. For this purpose, proView provides an
elementary reduction operation (cf. Figure 5b). Based on it,
higher-level reduction operations for hiding a set of activities
are realized. Reduction of an activity (i.e., RedActivity)
is realized by removing its node together with its incom-
ing/outgoing edges from the process schema. Then, a new
control edge is inserted between the predecessor and succes-
sor of the removed activity (cf. Figure 5b). For reducing
activity sets, the single-aspect view operation ReduceCF is
provided. Single-aspect operations focus on elements of one
particular process aspect. Reduction is performed stepwise,
i.e., for all activities to be removed, operation RedActivity

is applied (cf. Figure 5a).
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Figure 5. Reduction and Refactoring Operations

Note, the algorithms we apply are context-free and may in-
troduce unnecessary process elements (e.g., empty branches).
Respective elements are purged afterwards by applying well-
defined, behaviour-preserving refactoring rules to the cre-
ated view schema [21]. For example, when reducing a com-
plete branch of a parallel branching, the resulting control
edge may be removed as well (cf. Figure 5d). In case of an
XOR-/OR-branching, however, the empty path (i.e., con-
trol edge) needs to be preserved. Otherwise an inconsistent
schema would result (cf. Figure 5b). Similarly, when apply-
ing simplification rules to XOR-/OR-branches, respective
transition conditions must be recalculated (cf. Figure 5c).
Note that any reduction of activities is accompanied by an
information loss, while preserving the structure of the non-
reduced schema parts, i.e., the activities present in both the
process and the process view schema. The latter can be ex-
pressed using the notion of order preservation. For this, we
introduce partial order relation � (⊆ N × N) on a process
schema P with n1 � n2 ⇔ ∃ path π in P from n1 to n2.

Definition 5 (Order-Preserving Views): Let P = (N,E,EC,
NT,ET ) be a process schema with activity set A ⊆ N
and let V (P ) = (N ′, E′, EC′, NT ′, ET ′) be a view on P
with activity set A′ ⊆ N ′. Then: V (P ) is called order-

preserving iff ∀n1, n2 ∈ A with n1 6= n2 and n1 � n2 : n′1 =
V Node(n1) ∧ n′2 = V Node(n2)⇒ ¬(n′2 � n′1).

This property expresses that the order of two activities
in a process schema must not be reversed in a correspond-
ing view. Obviously, the reduction operations depicted in
Figure 5ab are order preserving. Generally, this property is
fundamental for ensuring the integrity of process schemas
and related view schemas. A stronger notion is provided
by Definition 6. As we will see later, in comparison to Fig-
ure 5ab there are view operations which do not comply with
Definition 6.

Definition 6 (Strong Order-Preserving Views): Let P =
(N,E,EC,NT,ET ) be a process schema with activity set
A ⊆ N and let V (P ) = (N ′, E′, EC′, NT ′, ET ′) be a corre-
sponding view with A′ ⊆ N ′. Then: V (P ) is strong order-
preserving iff ∀n1, n2 ∈ A with n1 6= n2 and n1 � n2 : n′1 =
V Node(n1) ∧ n′2 = V Node(n2)⇒ n′1 � n′2.

3.2 Creating Process Views Based on Schema
Aggregation

The aggregation operation allows merging a set of activities
into one abstracted activity. Depending on the structure
of the subgraph induced by the respective activities, dif-
ferent schema transformations have to be applied. In par-
ticular, the aggregation of non-connected activities necessi-
tates a more complex restructuring of the original process
schema. Figure 6 shows the elementary operations provided
for creating aggregated views. The depicted operations fol-
low the policy to substitute the activities in-place by an
abstract node (if possible), while ensuring properly order-
preservation (cf. Definition 5). Note that in-place substitu-
tion is always possible when aggregating a SESE fragment
(cf. Definition 2). If none of the operations from Figure 6ade
can be applied, in turn, AggrAddBranch (cf. Figure 6b) is
used. It identifies the nearest common ancestor and suc-
cessor of all the activities to be aggregated and adds a new
branch between them (cf. Figure 6b). Alternatively, aggre-
gation of non-connected activities can be handled by apply-
ing elementary operations of type AggrSESE (cf. Section 4).
Finally, when aggregating activities directly following a split
node, there exist two alternatives (cf. Figure 6e): the first
one aggregates activities applying AggrAddBranch, the sec-
ond one shifts activities to the position preceding the split
node (i.e., AggrShiftOut).
Except AggrAddBranch, the presented operations are strongly
order-preserving (cf. Definition 6). However, AggrAddBranch
violates this property. For example, in Figure 6b, order re-
lation D � E can not be preserved when applying this op-
eration.

Definition 7 (Dependency Set): Let P = (N,E,EC,NT,ET )
be a process schema with activity set A ⊆ N . Then: DP =
{(n1, n2) ∈ A × A|n1 � n2} is denoted as dependency set
reflecting all direct and transitive control flow dependencies
between any two activities.

We are interested in the relation between the dependency set
of a process schema and a related view schema. For this pur-
pose, let DP be the dependency set of P and DV (P ) be the de-
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Figure 6. Elementary Aggregation Operations

pendency set of view V (P ). We further introduce a projec-
tion of the dependencies from V (P ) on P denoted as D′V (P ).
The latter can be derived by substituting the dependencies
of the abstract activities by the ones of the original activities.
As example consider AggrShiftOut in Figure 6e. We ob-
tain DP ={(A,B), (B,C), (C,F ), (A,D), (D,E), (E,F )} and
DV (P ) = {(A,BD), (BD,C), (BD,E), (C,F ), (E,F )}. Fur-
ther D′V (P ) = {(A,B), (B,C), (D,C), (C,F ), (A,D),

(B,E), (D,E), (E,F )} holds. As one can see, D′V (P ) con-
tains additional dependencies. We denote this property as
dependency-generating.

Calculation of D′V (P ): For n1 ∈ AN , n2 ∈ A′: remove

all (n1, n2) ∈ DV (P ); insert {(n, n2)|n ∈ aggr−1(n1)} in-
stead (analogously for n2 ∈ AN ); finally insert the depen-
dencies between AggrNodes, i.e., DP [AggrNodes] = {d =
(n1, n2) ∈ DP |n1 ∈ AggrNodes ∧ n2 ∈ AggrNodes}

Now we can classify effects on the dependencies between
activities when building a view.

Definition 8 (Dependency Relations): Let P = (N,E,EC,
NT,ET ) be a process schema and V (P ) be a corresponding
view schema. Let further DP and D′V (P ) be the dependency
sets as defined above. Then:

• V (P ) is denoted as dependency-erasing iff there are
dependency relations in DP not existing in D′V (P ) any-
more.

• V (P ) is denoted as dependency-generating iff D′V (P )

contains dependency relations not existing in DP .

• V (P ) is denoted as dependency-preserving iff it is
neither dependency-erasing nor dependency-generating.

Generally, reduction operations are dependency-erasing. When
aggregating activities, however, there exist elementary op-
erations of all three types. In Figure 6, for example, Ag-

grSESE is dependency-preserving, while AggrAddBranch is
dependency-erasing since (B,C) /∈ D′V (P ) holds. Finally,

AggrShiftOut is dependency-generating: (B,E) ∈ D′V (P ).
Theorem 1 expresses the relation between dependency prop-

erties (cf. Definition 8) and order-preservation property (cf.
Definition 5).

Theorem 1: Let P = (N,E,EC,NT,ET ) be a process schema
and let V (P ) be a corresponding view. Then:

i) V (P ) is dependency-erasing ⇒
V (P ) is not strong order-preserving

ii) V (P ) is dependency-preserving ⇒
V (P ) is strong order-preserving

The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the definition of the
properties and dependency sets.

Proof : Let P = (N,E,EC,NT,ET ) be a process schema
and V (P ) be a corresponding process view. Then:

i) V (P ) is dependency-erasing and relation d = (a, b) ∈
DP exists with d 6∈ D′V (P ) (w.l.o.g., a ∈ AggrNodes

and b 6∈ AggrNodes). Hence, a 6� b. Let a′ = V Node(a)
and b′ = V Node(b), i.e., a ∈ A′N and b ∈ A′U . Then
a′ 6� b′ based on the calculation of D′V (P ). If V (P ) is

strong order-preserving, dependency a′ � b′ relation
has to exist.

ii) V (P ) is dependency-preserving, i.e., for all dependency
relations d = (a, b) ∈ DP : a � b. The calculation
of D′V (P ) results in a′ � b′ with a′ = V Node(a) and

b′ = V Node(b). The proof of Theorem 1 is based on
the transitivity of the relation �.

To conclude, we have presented a set of elementary aggrega-
tion operations. Each of them fits to a specific ordering of
the activities to be aggregated. In Section 4.1 we combine
these operations into more complex ones utilizing the dis-
cussed properties. Furthermore, this section has focused on
the control flow schema of a process view. Generally, addi-
tional process aspects must be covered, including data ele-
ments, data flow, and process attributes (cf. Section 3.4) as
defined for the different process elements (e.g., activities or
data elements). When creating a process view, proView con-
siders these aspects as well. Regarding data elements, for in-
stance, Figure 7a shows an example of a simple aggregation;
in this example, data edges connecting activities with data
elements are re-linked when aggregating {B,C,D,E} in or-
der to preserve a valid model. More details about view oper-
ations covering the data flow perspective and corresponding
correctness issues are discussed in [19].
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Figure 7. Aggregation of Data Elements
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3.3 Applying Views to Process Instances
So far, we have only considered views on process schemas.
This section additionally introduces views on process in-
stances (cf. Definition 3). When creating respective instance
views their execution state (i.e., states of concrete and ab-
stract activities) must be determined and the trace relating
to the instance view logically needs to be adapted. Exam-
ples are depicted in Figure 8a (reduction) and Figure 8b
(aggregation). Function V NS then calculates the state of
an abstract activity based on the states of the aggregated
activities.

V NS(X) =



NotActivated ∀x ∈ X : NS(x) /∈ {Activated,Run−
ning, Completed} ∧
∃x ∈ X : NS(x) = NotActivated

Activated ∃x ∈ X : NS(x) = Activated ∧ ∀x ∈ X :

NS(x) /∈ {Running, Completed}
Running ∃x ∈ X : NS(x) = Running ∨

∃x1, x2 ∈ X : NS(x1) = Completed ∧
(NS(x2)=NotActivated ∨NS(x2)

=Activated)

Completed ∀x ∈ X : NS(x) /∈ {NotActivated,

Running,Activated}∧
∃x ∈ X : NS(x) = Completed

Skipped ∀x ∈ X : NS(x) = Skipped

Definition 9 (View on Process Instance): Let I = (P,NS,H)
be an instance of schema P = (N,E,EC,NT,ET ) and
V (P ) = (N ′, E′, EC′, NT ′, ET ′) be a view on P with cor-
responding aggregation and reduction sets AggrNodes and
RedNodes (cf. Definition 4). Then: V (I) on I is a tuple
(V (P ), NS′,H′) with:

• NS′ : N ′ → ExecutionStates with NS′(n′) =
V NS(V Node−1(n′)) assigns to each view activity a
corresponding execution state.

• H′ is the reduced/aggregated history of the instance.
It is derived from H by (1) removing all entries ei
related to activities in RedNodes and (2) for all j:
replacing the first (last) occurrence of a start event
(end event) of activities in AggrNodesj and remove
the remaining start (end) events.
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Figure 8. View Operations for Process Instances

Examples are depicted in Figure 8. Figure 8c shows the
scenario from Figure 6e with execution states added. Note
that applying AggrShiftOut yields an inconsistent state as
two subsequent activities are in state Running.

Definition 10 (State Consistency): Let I = (P,NS,H) be a
process instance and let V (I) be a corresponding view on I.
Then:

• V (I) is strong state-consistent iff for all paths π
(cf. Section 2) in V (I) from start to end, and not con-
taining activities in state Skipped, there exists exactly
one activity in state Activated or Running.

• V (I) is state-consistent iff for all paths π in V (I)
from start to end and not containing activities in state
Skipped, there does not exist more than one activity
in state Activated or Running.

As indicated in Figure 8a, reducing activities from a process
instance may result in a “gap” during instance execution, if
no activity is in state Running or Activated. Hence, reduc-
tion is not strong state-consistent. Theorem 2 shows how
state inconsistency is correlated with dependency relations
(cf. Definition 8):

Theorem 2: Let I be a process instance and V (I) a corre-
sponding view. V (I) is dependency-generating ⇒ V (I) is
not state-consistent.

Proof: Let I = (P,NS,H) be a process instance of pro-
cess P = (N,E,EC,NT,ET ) and V (I) = (V (P ), NS′,H′)
be a view on I with V (P ) = (N ′, E′, EC′, NT ′, ET ′) being
dependency-generating. Then, there exists n′1, n

′
2 ∈ N ′ in

V which generates a dependency, i.e., n′1 � n′2. Let n1 =
V Node−1(n′1) ∈ N and n2 = V Node−1(n′2) ∈ N . Then:
n1 � n2. Further there are two paths in P from start to end
containing n1 and n2. Therefore, there exists a state of in-
stance I with NS(n1) = Running and NS(n2) = Running.
Thus, NS(n′1) = Running and NS(n′2) = Running. Since
there is a path from start to end in V (P ), containing both
n′1 and n′2, the claim follows.

Theorem 2 shows that AggrShiftOut always causes an in-
consistent execution state, whereas the application of oper-
ation AggrAddBranch maintains a consistent state.
Concerning the process instances, proView allows aggregat-
ing collections of them; i.e., multiple instances of the same
process schema may be condensed to an aggregated one
in order to provide abstracted information regarding their
progress or key performance data.

3.4 View Operations Affecting Attributes of
Process Elements

Process nodes are not elementary, but constitute complex
objects comprising various process attributes (e.g., attributes
of an activity may be cost, start time, and end time). In
Figure 9, activities A,B, and C are aggregated into an ab-
stracted activity ABC. When applying this aggregation,
related attributes must be aggregated as well. For this
purpose, proView provides transformation functions, which
may be applied to aggregate attributes, e.g., function CON-
CAT allows concatenating the name of aggregated activities.
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Table 1. Properties of View Creation Operations
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start: 01.08.12

end: 14.08.12

cost: 7200

AggrSESE

name = concat(ni.name)
start = min(ni.start)
end = max(ni.end)
cost = sum(ni.cost)

Trans. Functions

Figure 9. Aggregation of Attributes

Generally, there exist two application scenarios in which
transformation functions are applied to process attributes:

• AS1 (Integrated): Transformation functions are inte-
grated with view creation operations (as indicated in
Figure 9). This scenario is particularly relevant for
aggregation operations.

• AS2 (Stand-Alone): Transformation functions are ap-
plied to aggregate or reduce selected process attributes
in the respective process view.

To discuss the application of transformation functions, Def-
inition 1 has to be enriched with attributes.

Definition 11 (Process Schema with Attributes): A process
schema is defined by a tuple P = (N,E,EC,NT,ET, attr, val)
with:

• N,E,EC,NT,ET as defined in Definition 1 and A the
set of supported attributes.

• attr : N ∪ E → AS assigns to each process element a
corresponding attribute set AS ⊆ A.

• val : (N ∪ E) × AS → valueDomain(AS) assigns to
an attribute a ∈ AS of process element n ∈ (N ∪E) a
respective value:

val(n, a) =

{
value of a, a ∈ attr(n)

null, a 6∈ attr(n)

Accordingly, a process view with attributes is denoted as

V (P ) = (N
′
, E

′
, EC

′
, NT

′
, ET

′
, attr

′
, val

′
). Further, A.x

denotes process attribute x of process node A.

In the context of a process schema, attributes may be grouped
into four categories:

• C1 (Activity State): This category includes process
attribute VNS representing the execution state of a
process node (cf. Section 3.3).

• C2 (Default Attributes): This category represents de-
fault attributes that are common to all process nodes.
For example, each process node comprises attributes
describing its name, start, and end time.

• C3 (Type-specific Attributes): This category comprises
all process attributes, which are only available for a
specific type of process node (e.g., activity or data el-
ement). Attribute cost, for example, is only available
for activities, but is undefined for gateways.

• C4 (Other Attributes): This category comprises all
process attributes not available for all occurrences of
a specific type of process node. For example, process
attribute personnel cost may be only available for ac-
tivities executed by a human resource.

In the following, view creation operations considering pro-
cess attributes are presented:

Attribute Reduction Operation: View creation opera-
tion ReduceAttr(A.x) removes attribute A.x in the corre-
sponding process view. For example, in Figure 10 attribute
A.z is reduced when creating the respective process view.
Generally, function ReduceAttr(A.x) may be applied to hide
specific attributes from a user for privacy reasons [17].

BA C BC

AggrSESE({B,C})
ReduceAttr(A.z)
AggrAttr(

{A.x,A.y},SUM)

A

A.x

A.y

A.z

B.x

B.y

B.z

C.x

C.y

C.z

A.xy BC.x

BC.y

BC.z

Figure 10. Combination of Attribute Operations

Attribute Aggregation Operation: View creation op-
eration AggrAttr(AS’, func) combines a set of process at-
tributes AS’ to an attribute using transformation function
func.

Definition 12 (Transformation Function): Based on a set of
attribute values, transformation function func calculates a
new attribute value. Let Wi with i = 1, . . . , n and W be the
value domains of selected attributes as well as the abstracted
attribute

func : W1 . . .Wn →W.

Depending on the type of attributes to be aggregated, var-
ious transformation functions can be applied. For exam-
ple, a transformation function aggregating activity execu-
tion states (i.e., VNS) has been introduced in Section 3.3.
Table 2 summarizes transformation functions supported by
proView. For example, function SUM adds numerical values
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of attributes returning their sum (cf. Figure 10).

Control Flow Aggregation Operations: As aforemen-
tioned, when aggregating activities (e.g., using AggrSESE),
their attributes need to be aggregated as well (cf. Figure 10).
For this purpose, transformation functions, as introduced in
Definition 12, are applied. To automatically aggregate the
attributes of different activities, proView provides default
transformation functions. For example, attribute start (end)
time may be aggregated using the MIN (MAX) transforma-
tion function (cf. Table 2). For aggregating activity names,
function CONCAT can be applied. Generally, it is possible
to override such standard behaviour in a given context.

Finally, when aggregating XOR/OR branches, we must take
into account that not all branches will be executed in all
cases. For example, summing up all available attribute val-
ues in such a situation might result in erroneous attribute
aggregation. Regarding numerical transformation functions,
execution probabilities of the different branches are used to
calculate the attribute values expected. If such values are
not available, one might initially assume that all branches
are selected with the same probability. Note that for textual
transformation functions, this is not required.

Table 2. Trans. Functions for Attribute Values

Transformation Functions for Numeric Values
SUM sum of attribute values
AVG average of attribute values
MIN minimum of attribute values
MAX maximum of attribute values
COUNT number of attributes

Transformation Functions for Textual Values
CONCAT concatenation of attribute values
FIRST first value of attribute list
LAST last value of attribute list
MAXFREQ most frequently used attribute value
MINFREQ less frequent used attribute value
RANDOM random attribute value

4. ADVANCED VIEW CREATION
CONCEPTS

To enable more complex view creation operations, the ele-
mentary operations presented in Section 3 may be combined.
Table 1 summarizes the view properties we can guarantee
for the elementary operations described. Based on this, we
may reason about the properties of the views resulting from
the combined use of elementary operations. For any pro-
cess visualization component, however, manually selection
of the elementary operations applied in the given context
is inconvenient for users. Note that this would require in-
depth knowledge of the different operations and their seman-
tics. To tackle this challenge, proView additionally provides
single-aspect view operations on top of elementary opera-
tions. In turn, this allows us to cope with more complex use
cases as well. Single-aspect operations analyze the context
of the activities to be reduced or aggregated in a process
schema, and they automatically determine the appropriate
elementary operations required to build the view with the
desired properties.

4.1 Parameterizable View Creation Operations
One major use case of our process view framework is pro-
cess visualization. However, other use cases (e.g., process
modeling) are covered as well. Thus, different requirements
regarding the properties of the resulting view schema exist.
In one of our case studies, in the automotive domain, for
example, we have shown that for the visualization of large
process models minor inconsistencies or information loss will
be tolerated by the users as long as an appropriate visual-
ization can be obtained for them. Opposed to this, incon-
sistencies will not be accepted if process updates based on
views shall be enabled [16].

To deal with these varying requirements, proView expands
single-aspect operations with a parameter set. This allows
specifying the properties of the resulting view schema. The
parameters of operation AggregateCF, for example, are
summarized in Table 3; e.g., when aggregating activities di-
rectly succeeding an ANDsplit (cf. Figure 6e) and requiring
state-consistency of the resulting view AggrAddBranch has
to be chosen (cf. Figure 11a).

In certain cases, the specified parameters might be too strict;
i.e., no elementary view operations exist to realize the de-
sired properties. We provide two strategies for addressing
such scenarios. The first one subdivides the set of activities
until elementary operations can be applied and the desired
properties be ensured. The second strategy expands the
activity set to achieve this. Regarding reduction, in turn,
view generation is always possible due to the way activity
sets are split into single activities and the application of
RedActivity.

Figure 11 illustrates the use of the single-aspect operation
AggregateCF. It depicts a process schema together with
the set of activities to be aggregated. The view operation
analyzes the structure of the activities and determines which
elementary operation shall be applied. If the application of
these operations results in a view schema complying with the
properties defined by the desired parameters (dependencies,
execution states ), it is applied as shown in Figure 11a. If
parameter strategy forces us to process the set of activities
as it is, and an appropriate operation cannot be found, view
generation is aborted with an error message. Figure 11b
shows the result we obtain when expanding the activity set
to be aggregated to the minimum SESE-block that contains
all activities to be aggregated. Note that this strategy has

Table 3. Overview of Parameters for AggregateCF

Parameter Values1 Description
dependencies preserving,

non-erasing,
non-generating,
any

The view operation applied
should be dependency-
preserving, not dependency-
erasing, or not dependency-
generating. Otherwise
no restrictions regarding
dependencies are considered.

exec. states inconsistent,
consistent

The view operation applied
should be state consistent or
may be state inconsistent.

strategy as-is,subdivide,
expand

Activity set should be aggre-
gated as-is, may be subdi-
vided or expanded.

1default values are printed in bold face
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Figure 11. Views Depending on Quality Parameters

been proposed in literature as well [22, 23]. Generally, for vi-
sualization purposes it is not always acceptable to aggregate
activities originally not contained in the aggregation set.
Figure 11cd can be derived by subdividing the set of ac-
tivities to be aggregated. This is done stepwise: First, all
connected fragments are identified (cf. Figure 11c). If the
aggregation of these fragments does not meet the required
properties, the fragments are further subdivided until each
subset constitutes a SESE (cf. Figure 11d).

Altogether, parameterization of view operations significantly
increases the flexibility of our view creation approach. Fur-
ther, it allows defining exactly the view properties to be
preserved. Considering reduction, a parameterization at the
level of single-aspect operations is not useful since reduc-
tion of a complex set of activities can be realized by calling
RedActivity repeatedly as explained in Section 3.1.

4.2 A Leveled Operational Approach for Re-
alizing Views

So far, we have presented a set of elementary and single-
aspect view creation operations. Additionally, proView of-
fers high-level operations hiding as much complexity from
end-users as possible. As configuration parameter, the single-
aspect view operations take the sets of activities to be re-
duced or aggregated, and then determine appropriate ele-
mentary operations. What is still needed are view opera-
tions allowing for a predicate-based specification of the re-
spective activity sets. Besides, operations with built-in in-
telligence are useful, e.g. ”show only the activities of a par-
ticular user role”.

To meet these requirements, proView organizes view oper-
ations into four layers (cf. Figure 12). Thereby, high-level
operations may access lower-level ones. For defining a view,
operations from all layers can be used.

A
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.

High-level Operations
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ta
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.

Multi-Aspect Operations

Single-Aspect Operations

Elementary Operations

AGGREGATECF REDUCECF

Aggregate Reduce

ShowMyActivities ...AggrExecutedPart

Control Flow Attributes Application Data

Process

AggrSESE

AggrShiftOut

AggrAddBranch

RedActivity

AggrComplBranch

...

...

...

Figure 12. Multi-Layer View Operations

Elementary operations are designed for a specific ordering of
the selected activity set within the process schema (cf. Sec-
tion 3). Single-aspect operations receive a set of activities
as input to be processed. They analyze the structure of the
activities in the process schema and select the appropriate el-
ementary operations based on the chosen parameterization.
In turn, multi-aspect operations consider elements of differ-
ent type (e.g., activities, data elements) and delegate their
processing to single-aspect operations. High-level operations
abstract from the aggregations or reductions neccessary to
build a particular view: AggrExecutedPart only shows those
parts of the process schema, that still may be executed, and
aggregates already finished activities. Figure 13 shows an
example illustrating the way high-level operation AggrExe-
cutedPart is translated into a combination of single-aspect
and elementary operations, respectively. In a first step, all
activities with completed and skipped execution states are
determined (i.e., activites A, B, C, E, H, and I). Based on
this activity set AggregateCF with the following parameter
settings is applied: strategy=as-is, states=default, and
dependencies=default (cf. Section 4.1). Finally, in the
resulting process view the execution states are set.

AggrExecutedPart

High-level Operation:

Aggregate(A,B,C,E,H,I)

Multi-Aspect Operation:

AGGREGATECF(A,B,C,E,H,I)

Single-Aspect Operation:

AggrShiftOut(A,B,C,E,H,I)

Elementary Operation:

Initial Process

Result

1.

2.

3.

4.J

GF
K

D

ABCEHI

A

JH

GE

C

I

F

B

K

D

Figure 13. Example of AggrExecutedPart

Another high-level operation, ShowMyActivities, extracts ex-
actly those parts of a process model the user is involved in.
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Figure 14 shows an example of applying this operation to
create a personalized process view for user U1. Operation
ShowMyActivities first determines all activities the selected
user U1 is not involved in and reduces them. Finally, refac-
toring operations are applied to simplify the control-flow.

Initial Process

High-level Operation:

Reduce({C,D,E,F,I,J,K,
N,P,J})

Multi-Aspect Operation:

Initial Process 1.

2.
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S={C,D,E,F,I,J,K,N,P,J}

ReduceCF({C,D,E,F,I,J,
K,N,P,J})

Single-Aspect Operation:3.
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Figure 14. Example of ShowMyActivities

Note that proView supports additional operations at the
different levels to cover data flow and attributes as well; e.g.,
to handle adjacent data elements when aggregating activities
(remove, aggregate, or maintain) [16, 20].

5. EVALUATION
The proView framework presented in this paper has been im-
plemented as a proof-of-concept prototype in a client-server
application. This prototype enables users to simultaneously
create and change process models based on process views
[24, 25]. Overall, the proView prototype demonstrates the
applicability of our framework (cf. Figure 15).

Figure 15. Proof-of-Concept Prototype

We further applied this prototype in an industry project,
e.g., to visualize the order handling process of a mid-sized

company for different user groups. This process consists
of 56 activities and involves six different user roles. In
the top right, Figure 15 shows this process; on the bot-
tom right, an automatically generated view of an involved
electrical-electronic engineer is displayed. This view is gen-
erated through high-level operation ShowMyActivities.

We automatically created views for each involved user mea-
suring the complexity of the resulting view schemas based on
well-known process metrics, i.e., number of activities, num-
ber of gateways, and McCabe metric measuring the com-
plexity of the control flow schema [26, 27]. The results are
depicted in Table 4. The first row shows the metrics for
the initial process model Order Process. In the rows below,
calculated metrics of the automatically generated views for
user roles clerk, accountant, electrical-electronic engineer,
mechanical engineer, and project manager are listed.

Table 4. Abstraction through High-Level Operation

Process #Activities #Gateways McCabe
CPM: Order Process 56 14 8
V1: Clerk 2 0 0
V2: Accountant 17 2 1
V3: EE Engineer 17 2 2
V4: Mech. Engineer 11 0 0
V5: Proj. Mgmr. 9 2 1

As it can be seen, when providing personalized process views
to users, process complexity can be reduced for them. In the
given scenario, the number of activities is reduced to 2-17
depending on the respective view, i.e., to 3%-30% of the ini-
tial process model. Furthermore, the number of gateways
decreases from initially 14 to 0-2 gateways, i.e., the result-
ing personalized process views have at most one branching
(i.e., one split and join gateway). Finally, McCabe metric
for control flow complexity is between 0 and 2 in the pro-
cess views, which is a significant decrease. The calculated
metrics show that process model size as well as complexity
is decreased in the process views.

Overall, this evaluation has shown promising results. In
particular, it becomes easier for process participants to un-
derstand those process aspects relevant for them.

6. RELATED WORK
IEEE 1471 recommends user-specific viewpoints for software
architectures [28]. These viewpoints are templates from
which individual views are created for a concrete software
architecture. Since this standard does not define any meth-
ods, tools or processes, proView could provide a powerful
framework in the context of PAIS. [29] introduces a meta
model for views and shows a general overview of process
view patterns. However, no implementation is provided.
Some view creation approaches deal with inter-organizational
processes and apply views to create abstractions of private
processes hiding sensitive process parts [30, 9, 31, 32]. In
particular, views are specified by the designer.

[8] presents an approach with predefined view types (i.e. hu-
man tasks, collaboration view). As opposed to proView, it
is limited to the specified view types and it is not possible
to define user-specific views. [33] applies graph reduction to
verify structural properties of process schemas. proView ac-
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complishes this via aggregation and respective high-level op-
erations. [34] uses SPQR-tree decomposition for abstracting
process models. This approach neither provides high-level
abstractions nor does it take other process aspects (e.g. data
flow) into account.

[35] determines semantic similarity between activities by
analysing the structural information of a process model. The
discovered similarity is used to abstract the given process
model. However, the approach neither distinguish between
different user perspectives on a process model nor does it
provide concepts to manually create process views.

An approach for creating aggregated views is presented in
[36]. It proposes a two-phase procedure for aggregating parts
of a process model that must not be shown to public. How-
ever, this approach focuses on block-structured graphs and
neither considers data flow nor attributes are considered.
Implementations of process views focusing on process mon-
itoring are presented in [37, 38]. These approaches focus
on the mapping of run-time information to process views.
Respective views have to be pre-specified manually by the
designer.

Several approaches exist that align business process mod-
els with technical workflow models [39, 40, 41, 42] and to
synchronize them with changes. However, neither an auto-
mated synchronization of changes nor high-level operations
are provided. In this context, proView supports high-level
operations to automatically create and update both business
and technical process models [25].
An approach enabling abstractions of large, object-centric
process structures is presented in [43]. In particular, state
abstractions and coordination components are used to visu-
alize (and execute) process structures.

The proView project provides a holistic framework for user-
centric view creation based on elementary as well as high-
level operations. Thereby, the behaviour and information
perspectives are taken into account. Additionally, it consid-
ers run-time information. None of the existing approaches
covers all these aspects. Furthermore, existing approaches
for creating views are based on rigid constraints not tak-
ing practical requirements into account. For example, our
first design of a visualization-oriented view mechanism was
based on reduction and aggregation techniques for block-
structured process graphs [20]. Presenting this solution to
business users, however, we figured out that block-structured
aggregation does not always meet the practical requirements
coming with the visualization of large processes. For this
reason, proView allows to flexibly specify the acceptable de-
gree of imprecision. A validation of proView was conducted,
where users are confronted with with complex, long-running
development processes [20].

7. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We introduced the proView framework and its formal foun-
dation. Further, high-level view creation operations provide
the required flexibility since process schemas can be adapted
to specific user groups. Reduction operations provide tech-
niques hiding irrelevant parts of the process, whereas aggre-
gation operations allow abstracting from process details by
aggregating arbitrary sets of activities in one node. Finally,

parameterization of the respective operations allows specify-
ing the quality level the resulting view schema must comply
with. This enables adaptable process visualization not fea-
sible with existing approaches. We have implemented large
parts of the described view mechanism in a prototype and
evaluated it in the context of an industry project. For usabil-
ity reasons, it is important to provide appropriate methods
for defining and maintaining process views. Therefore, we
have designed and implemented a comprehensive set of user-
oriented, high-level operations as well as on a view definition
language. Both will be evaluated in a user experiment.
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ABSTRACT 

While IPv6 deployment in the Internet continues to grow slowly 

at present, the imminent exhaustion of IPv4 addresses will 

encourage its increased use over the next several years. However, 

due to the predominance of IPv4 in the Internet, the transition to 

IPv6 is likely to take a long time. During the transition period, 

translation mechanisms will enable IPv6 hosts and IPv4 hosts to 

communicate with each other. For example, translation can be 

used when a server or application works with IPv4 but not with 

IPv6, and the effort or cost to modify the code is large. Stateless 

and stateful translation is the subject of several recent IETF RFCs. 

We evaluate performance of the new IVI translator, which is 

viewed as a design for stateless translation by conducting 

experiments in both LAN and Internet environments using a 

freely available Linux implementation of IVI. To study the impact 

of operating system overhead on IVI translation, we implemented 

the IVI translator on a bare PC that runs applications without an 

operating system or kernel. Our results based on internal timings 

in each system show that translating IPv4 packets into IPv6 

packets is more expensive than the reverse, and that address 

mapping is the most expensive IVI operation. We also measured 

packets per second in the LAN, roundtrip times in the LAN and 

Internet, IVI overhead for various prefix sizes, TCP connection 

time, and the delay and throughput over the Internet for various 

files sizes. While both the Linux and bare PC implementations of 

IVI have low overhead, a modest performance gain is obtained 

due to using a bare PC.1 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network 

Protocols – Applications, Protocol architecture; C.2.6 

[Computer-Communication Networks]: Internetworking –

Routers, Standard; C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Measurement 

techniques; D.4.4 [Operating Systems]: Communications 

Management – Network communication. 

General Terms 

Measurement and Performance. 

Keywords 

IPv6; IVI Translation; IPv4-IPv6 transition; bare PC; Linux. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) [1] is the next generation IP 

protocol for the Internet. IPv6 was introduced to replace the 

existing Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4). Although IPv6 

provides the benefit of increased address space (16 byte 

addresses), its deployment in the Internet has been slow primarily 

due to the established and familiar base of IPv4. Interim measures 

such as NAT and CIDR have also served to conserve the limited 

IPv4 address space. However, it is expected that IPv6 usage will 

increase as the number of networks and devices (such as low 

power sensors) that require IP addresses continues to grow. IPv6 

and IPv4 are not compatible due to using different header sizes 

and formats.  

To enable IPv4 and IPv6 to co-exist during the transition period, 

several mechanisms have been proposed. Dual stack and 

tunneling are described in RFC 2893 [2], with an update in RFC 

4213 [3] to reflect their usage in practice. Dual stack devices have 

implementations of both IPv4 and IPv6 protocol stacks running 

independently. This makes it possible for such devices to process 

both IPv4 and IPv6 packets. Tunneling allows IPv6 packets to be 

carried on IPv4 networks and vice versa. Address translation is a 

transition mechanism that allows communication between IPv6 

devices and IPv4 devices by converting between packets of each 

type. Several RFCs dealing with stateless and stateful translation 

have been recently published by the IETF. The new IVI translator 

[4] is an implementation of stateless IPv4-IPv6 translation that 

can also support stateful packet translation (the abbreviation IVI is 

derived from the Roman numerals IV for 4 and VI for 6).  

We evaluate the performance of IVI translation experimentally in 

a LAN and on the Internet. We use a freely available 

implementation on Linux, and our own implementation on a bare 

PC that has no operating system or kernel. This enables us to 

compare the overhead due to only the IVI translation process with 

the overhead measured using the Linux IVI translator.   

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 

we briefly discuss related work. In Section 3, we describe IVI 

translation. In Section 4, we discuss Linux and bare PC 

implementations of an IVI translator. In Section 5, we present the 

results of LAN and Internet experiments to evaluate IVI 

translation. In Section 6, we give the conclusion. 

2. RELATED WORK 
Several techniques have been proposed for translating between 

IPv4 and IPv6 packets. One such technique, Network Address 

Translation–Protocol Translation (NAT-PT and NAPT-PT) [5], 

was defined in RFC 2766. It allowed a set of IPv6 hosts to share a 

single IPv4 address for IPv6 packets destined for IPv4 hosts, and 

also allowed mapping of transport identifiers of the IPv6 hosts. 

RFC 2766 has since been recommended for historical status (in 
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RFC 4966) [6] because of several issues. In RFC 3142 [7], the 

operation of IPv6-to-IPv4 transport relay translators (TRT) is 

discussed. TRT enables IPv6-only hosts to exchange two-way 

TCP or UDP traffic.  

Recent work on IPv4-IPv6 translation is detailed in a group of 

several related RFCs. A mechanism enabling an IPv6 client to 

communicate with an IPv4 server (stateful NAT64) is described in 

RFC 6146 [8]. Translation of IP/ICMP headers in NAT64 is done 

based on the Stateless IP/ICMP Translation Algorithm (SIIT) of 

RFC 6145 [9]. NAT64 uses an address mapping algorithm 

discussed in RFC 6052 [10] for IPv4-IPv6 address mapping. RFC 

6147 [11] specifies the DNS64 mechanism, which can be used 

with NAT64 to enable IPv6 clients to communicate with IPv4 

servers using the fully qualified domain name of the server. 

Translation as a tool for IPv6/IPv4 coexistence along with eight 

translation scenarios are discussed in RFC 6144 [12]. These RFCs 

provide the background for the IVI translator and translation 

approach given in [4], whose performance is the focus of this 

study. Details concerning an IVI implementation for stateless and 

stateful packet translation, and its deployment, are provided in 

[13]. 

3. IVI TRANSLATION 
IVI translation employs a prefix-specific and stateless address 

mapping scheme that enables IPv4 hosts to communicate with 

IPv6 hosts as described in RFC 6219 [4]. In this scheme, which is 

based on that given in [10], subsets of an ISP’s IPv4 addresses are 

embedded in the ISP’s IPv6 addresses. During translation, an 

address of one type (v4 or v6) is converted to the other type. To 

represent IPv4 addresses in IPv6, the ISP inserts its IPv4 address 

prefix after a unique IPv6 prefix consisting of PL bits, where 

PL=32 (4), 40 (5), 48 (6), 56 (7), 64 (8), or 96 (12) (the number in 

parenthesis is the number of bytes p=PL/8). The representation for 

p<12 is shown in Fig. 1, where v4p and v4s respectively denote the 

prefix and suffix of the IPv4 address and u is a byte of all 0s (the 

length of each field in bytes appears above it). For example, if p=5 

bytes (i.e. PL=40 bits), the PREFIX, v4p, u, v4s, and SUFFIX 

fields consist of 5, 3, 1, 1, and 6 bytes respectively. If p=12, the 

PREFIX field is followed immediately by the entire IPv4 address 

(u is not present). 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Representing IPv4 ISP addresses in IPv6 

Thus, an ISP with an IPv6/32 address can have a prefix of /40, 

where bits 32 through 39 are set to all ones. Similarly, /24 IPv4 

addresses are translated into /64 IPv6 addresses. The suffixes of 

these IPv6 addresses are normally set to all zeros. So with this 

mapping scheme [4], an ISP with a /32 IPv6 address 2001:dba:: 

will translate the IPv4 address 202.38.97.205/24 into the 

equivalent IPv6 address 2001:dba:ffca:2661:cd::. 

Translation of IPv4 and IPv6 headers is done as prescribed in [9] 

with the source and destination address translated according to the 

address mapping scheme described above. After translating the 

transport layer (TCP or UDP) and ICMP headers, their checksums 

are recomputed to reflect the changes in the IP header. The IP 

header mapping scheme specified in [4] enables an IPv6 header to 

be constructed from an IPv4 header, and conversely, in the 

following manner (in addition to converting source and 

destination IPv4 or IPv6 addresses into their IVI mapped 

equivalent addresses). To translate an IPv4 header into a IPv6 

header, the IHL, identification, flags, offset, header checksum, 

and options are discarded; version (0x4), TOS, protocol, and TTL 

fields are mapped into version (0x6), traffic class, next header, 

and hop limit respectively; and the value of total length is 

decremented by 20 and assigned to payload length. Conversely, to 

translate an IPv6 header into an IPv4 header, flow label is 

discarded; version (0x6), traffic class, next header, and hop limit 

fields are mapped into version (0x4), TOS, protocol, and TTL 

respectively; the value of payload length is incremented by 20 and 

assigned to total length; IHL is set to 5; and the remaining fields 

in the IPv4 header are assigned in the usual way (such as 

generating a value for the identification field and computing the 

IPv4 checksum). For convenience, we include Tables 1 and 2 

taken from [4], which summarize the key elements of header 

translation from IPv4 to IPv6 and from IPv6 to IPv4 respectively 

that were discussed above. 

 

Table 1.  IPv4-to-IPv6 Header Translation (from [4]) 

IPv4 Field IPv6 Equivalent 

Version (0x4) Version (0x6) 

IHL  Discarded 

Type of Service  Traffic Class 

Total Length Payload Length = Total 

Length – 20 

Identification Discarded 

Flags Discarded 

Offset Discarded 

TTL Hop Limit 

Protocol Next Header 

Header Checksum Discarded 

Source Address IVI address mapping 

Destination Address IVI address mapping 

Options Discarded 

 

Table 2.  IPv6-to-IPv4 Header Translation (from [4]) 

IPv6  Field IPv4 Equivalent 

Version (0x6) Version (0x4) 

Traffic Class Type of Service 

Flow Label Discarded 

Payload Length Total Length = Payload 

Length + 20  

Next Header Protocol 

Hop Limit TTL 

Source Address IVI address mapping 

Destination Address IVI address mapping 

 IHL=5 

 Header Checksum 

Recalculated 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Linux Implementation  
The Linux implementation of the IVI translator [14] has two main 

components: a configuration utility and a translation utility. The 

configuration utility is used to setup the routes using mroute or 

mroute6 commands. The translation utility is responsible for 

translating the packets. To run the IVI translator on Linux, a patch 

      P  8-p  1 p-4   11-p 

PREFIX v4p  u v4s SUFFIX 
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has to be applied to the Linux kernel source. Once the patch is 

applied, the Linux kernel can be configured for IVI translation 

after recompiling the kernel. Patching the kernel results in some 

kernel source files being changed, and four other files (mapping.c, 

proto_trans.c, mroute.c and mroute6.c) being added for 

configuration and translation.  

The functions required for translation referred to in the discussion 

below are all in the file proto_trans.c. When an IPv4 packet is 

received, the function mapping_address4to6 is invoked to map 

the IPv4 address to an IPv6 address. Based on the value of the 

protocol field in the received IPv4 header, icmp4to6_trans, 

tcp4to6_trans or udp4to6_trans is invoked to translate the 

appropriate protocol. Each of these methods calls a function that 

computes the appropriate higher layer protocol (ICMP, TCP, or 

UDP) checksum as well. Once the protocol translation is done, 

iphdr6to4_trans is called to translate the IP header. For translating 

IPv6 to IPv4 packets, a similar process is used. 

4.2 Bare PC Implementation 
In a bare PC, applications run without the support of any 

operating system or kernel. Bare PC applications are built based 

on the bare machine computing (BMC) paradigm, earlier called 

the dispersed operating system computing (DOSC) paradigm [15]. 

Bare PC applications include Web servers [16], email servers 

[17], SIP servers [18], and split protocol servers [19]. The first 

bare PC application with IPv6 and IPv4 capability was a 

softphone used for studying VoIP performance [20]. This 

softphone was built by adding IPv6 capability to the bare PC 

softphone application described in [21].  

The IVI translator application that runs on a bare PC was built by 

adding IVI translation capability on top of lean bare PC versions 

of the IPv6 and IPv4 protocols [22, 23]. The bare PC translator 

application included the implementation of two Ethernet objects 

ETH0 and ETH1 that directly communicate with its two network 

interface cards (NICs), each connecting to one of the two IP 

networks. A key difference between the Linux and bare PC 

implementations is that the IP protocols, address mappings, and 

protocol mappings in the latter are implemented as part of a single 

object called the XLATEOBJ. The architecture of the bare PC IVI 

translator is shown in Fig. 2. 

The MAIN and RECEIVE (RCV) tasks are the only tasks running 

in the bare PC IVI translator application. The MAIN task runs 

when the system is started and whenever the RCV task is not 

running. The RCV task is invoked from the MAIN task when a 

packet (Ethernet frame) arrives on either interface. The capability 

to send out router advertisements on the IPv6 interface of the bare 

PC IVI translator is implemented in the GW object as part of the 

MAIN task. In XLATEOBJ, the xto4handler and xto6handler 

methods respectively translate between IPv6 packets and IPv4 

packets. To map the source and destination IPv6 addresses to the 

corresponding IPv4 addresses, the xto4handler invokes the 

addr6to4 method. 

The processing logic of the bare PC IVI translator is shown in Fig. 

3. The translator initially checks the arriving packet to determine 

if it is an IPv6 or IPv4 packet. If the packet is an IPv6 packet, the 

payload protocol type is determined from the next header field, 

and the appropriate protocol checksum is computed. If the 

checksum is valid, the IPv6 packet is translated into an IPv4 

packet and forwarded. If the packet is an IPv4 packet, the IP 

checksum is computed. If the checksum is valid, the packet is 

translated into an IPv6 packet based on the protocol type in the 

packet and forwarded after validating the higher layer protocol 

checksum as needed. If any checksum fails, the packet is dropped. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

5.1 LAN Experiments 

5.1.1 LAN Environment 
Fig. 4 shows the LAN used for testing. 

This LAN was used to generate TCP data. A similar LAN was 

used to generate UDP and ICMP data. In the figure, S1, S2, S3 

and S4 are 100 Mbps Ethernet switches, and R1 and R2 are IPv4 

and IPv6 routers respectively. Router R1 serves the IPv4 routing 

domain, which consists of an IPv4 client C4 and an IPv4 server 

SV4. On the IPv6 side, C6 is an IPv6 client and SV6 is an IPv6 

server. C6 and SV6 obtain the necessary routing information from 

the IPv6 router R2. The IVI translator is represented by XT. 

MAIN

RCV

xto6 

Handler 

xto4 

Handler

ETHOBJ

GW

XLATEOBJ

 

Figure 2. Bare PC IVI architecture 
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 Figure 3. Bare PC IVI packet processing logic 

  

The translator runs on a Dell Optiplex GX270 desktop with an 

Intel Pentium IV 2.4 GHz processor, 512 MB RAM, and Intel 
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PRO 10/100 and 3Com 10/100 NICs. The translator either runs 

with Fedora Linux (Fedora 12, Linux kernel 2.6.31) as the 

operating system, or as a bare PC application with no operating 

system or kernel. The client and server systems run on Dell 

Optiplex GX520s with a 2.6 GHz processor, 1 GB RAM, and an 

Intel PRO/1000 NIC, and Fedora Linux as the operating system. 

Apache HTTP Server 2.2.16 and Mozila Firefox v3.6.7 were used 

respectively as the Web server and Web browser. 

To capture timings during translation with HTTP/TCP data, 

connections were made as follows. For IPv4 to IPv6 translation, 

the IPv4 client (C4) initiated a connection via the browser to the 

IPv6 Web server (SV6) in the IPv6 network. Router R1 forwarded 

the IPv4 request for a 320 KB file to the IVI translator XT, which 

translated the received packets to IPv6 packets, and sent them to 

the IPv6 Web server (SV6) via the IPv6 router R2. For IPv6 to 

IPv4 translation, the IPv6 client (C6) similarly initiated a 

connection via the browser to the IPv4 Web server (SV4). Router 

R2 forwarded this request to the IVI translator XT. The packet 

was translated to an IPv6 packet and forwarded to the IPv6 router 

R1, which delivered the packet to the IPv4 server (SV4). 

S2

S1

S3

S4

R1 R2

C6

SV6C4

SV4

XT

 
Figure 4. Test network for LAN Experiments (HTTP/TCP) 

5.1.2 LAN Results 
The internal timing data presented in this section was captured by 

inserting timing points in the Linux (Fedora) and the bare PC 

source code. The TCP traffic was generated by sending HTTP 

requests from clients to servers using the LAN in Fig. 4 as 

described earlier. Using a similar LAN, Mgen [24] was used to 

generate UDP traffic and the ping/ping6 utility was used to 

generate ICMP packets. Each experiment was run three times and 

the average data is reported (we omit the deviation since the 

differences in the values for each experiment were small).  

Fig. 5 shows the time it takes internally to translate packets using 

the Linux implementation of the IVI translator. It is seen that the 

IP header translation is the most expensive operation for both 

IPv6-IPv4 and IPv4-IPv6 translation, while UDP, TCP or ICMP 

translation has almost the same translation time. The header 

translation time is larger since it includes both address and 

protocol (TCP, UDP or ICMP) translation. 

It is also evident that the IP address translation time is larger than 

the UDP, TCP, and ICMP header translation time since the higher 

layer translations involve very little processing. Comparing 

translations between the IP versions in each direction, the IP 

address translation time is 3.9 µs and 0.5 µs higher than TCP, 

UDP, and ICMP translation time for the IPv4 to IPv6 and IPv6 to 

IPv4 translations respectively. The larger time for the IPv4 to 

IPv6 address translation compared to the reverse is because the 

IPv6 address needs to be constructed by extending the IPv4 

address, whereas the IPv4 address is simply extracted from the 

IPv6 address.  

Fig. 6 shows the corresponding IVI translation times on a bare 

PC. The times for IP header translation from IPv4 to IPv6 is 15.8 

µs compared to 12 µs for translation from IPv6 to IPv4. TCP and 

ICMP translation take almost the same time: about 2.5 µs for IPv4 

to IPv6 translation and 2.0 µs for IPv6 to IPv4 translation. For IP 

address mapping, the processing time is 5 µs from IPv4 to IPv6, 

and 2 µs from IPv6 to IPv4. For UDP, translating from IPv4 to 

IPv6 and from IPv6 to IPv4 takes 2 µs and 1.5 µs respectively. 

 

Figure 5. Linux translation overhead 

 

 

Figure 6. Bare PC translation overhead 

Comparing the times for IVI translation from IPv4 to IPv6 for the 

Linux and bare PC implementations (using Figs. 5 and 6), it can 

be seen that 1) for TCP, UDP and ICMP translations, the time for 

the bare PC is about 2.3 µs less than for the Linux 

implementation; 2) for IP address translation, the processing time 

for the bare PC is about 3.9 µs less than for the Linux 

implementation; and 3) for IP header translation, the processing 

time for the bare PC is 15 µs less than for the Linux 

implementation.  
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Similarly, comparing the times for IVI translation from IPv6 to 

IPv4 translation for the Linux and bare PC implementations, it can 

also be seen that 4) for TCP and UDP traffic, the improvement in 

processing time due to using a bare PC is 2.2 µs; 5) for ICMP, the 

improvement in processing time is 3.2 µs; and 6) for IP address 

mapping, it is 2.6 µs. 

To compare packets per second (pps) processed by the IVI 

translator for IPv4 to IPv6 translation and IPv6 to IPv4 

translation, the Mgen generator was used to make TCP 

connections between source and sink. The results when 

transferring 1024-byte packets for which the throughput is at a 

maximum are shown in Fig. 7. As expected, pps for IPv4 to IPv6 

translation is less than for IPv6 to IPv4 translation, which reflects 

the decrease in processing time for the latter; the drop in pps for 

IPv4 to IPv6 translation compared to IPv6 to IPv4 translation is 

about 18% for Linux and about 13% for the bare PC. The 

improvement due to using a bare PC instead of Linux is about 

17% for IPv4 to IPv6 translation and about 9% for IPv6 to IPv4 

translation.  

We also compared the round trip times for 1024 byte ICMP Ping 

packets. Request packets undergo IPv4 to IPv6 translation and the 

reply packets undergo IPv6 to IPv4 translation. The results are 

shown in Fig. 8 and indicate that round trip time is reduced by 

about 17% on a bare PC. 

These results show that the overhead for IVI translation for both 

the Linux and bare PC implementations is small. However, there 

is a small improvement in processing time (and hence, packets 

processed per second) when using a bare PC.  

 

Figure 7. Packets per second (pps) 

5.2 Internet Experiments 

5.2.1 Internet Environment 
Fig. 9 shows the network used to enable a client to connect to 

servers on the Internet via the IVI translator. One end of the test 

network with the client and translator was setup at Livingstone 

College (LC) in Salisbury, North Carolina. LC’s network only 

allows IPv4 connectivity.  

As shown in the figure, our IPv6 client (CL) connected to the LC 

network communicates with three different IPv4 Web servers (S1, 

S2, and S3) on the Internet. In accessing the Web servers, their IP 

addresses were used instead of the domain names since most ISPs 

on the Internet cannot resolve IVI mapped addresses. An HTTP 

request from the IPv6 client CL is initially routed to our default 

IPv6 router (RT6), which forwards the request to the IVI 

translator (XT). The IVI translator then translates the IPv6 packets 

to their equivalent IPv4 packets, and forwards the packets out on 

its IPv4 interface to LC’s IPv4 border router LC4.These packets 

are seen as ordinary IPv4 packets, and the border router forwards 

them to the Internet. When LC4 receives the response from the 

Internet, it forwards the IPv4 packets to the IVI translator. The 

translator maps each packet to its IPv6 equivalent, and forwards it 

to the IPv6 router RT6, which delivers it to the IPv6 client CL. 

The client CL and the router RT6 run on Fedora Linux 18 kernel 

3.6.7. The Linux IVI translator runs Fedora Linux 6. The same 

experiments were repeated with the bare PC IVI translator. 

 

 

Figure 8. Ping round trip time (RTT) 
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Figure 9. Test network for Internet experiments 

5.2.2 Internet Results 
Figs. 10 and 11 respectively show the IVI translation overhead 

using the Linux and bare PC IVI implementations when IPv4 

addresses are mapped to IPv6 addresses with varying prefix 

lengths. We used prefix lengths ranging from 32 to 64 bits in 

increments of 8 bits with IPv4 addresses represented in IPv6 as 

shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that translation overhead is lowest 

for a prefix length of 32 bits. With prefix lengths of 40 bits or 

more, the translation overhead is slightly higher for both the 

Linux and bare PC implementations. This can be explained by the 

fact that in mapping prefix lengths less than 40 bits as specified in 

[10], the IPv4 addresses appear within the IPv6 addresses in a 

contiguous manner, which results in relatively less processing 
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overhead. Mapping IPv4 addresses to IPv6 addresses is more 

expensive than the reverse irrespective of whether a Linux or bare 

PC implementation is used. 

Figs. 12 and 13 show the respective round trip times (RTTs) for 

Linux and bare translators by pinging three different Internet Web 

sites: www.itu.dk (Site 1), www.fh-offenburg.de (Site 2), and 

www.knust.edu.gh (Site 3) with different hop counts. We compare 

RTTs with IVI translation and for a direct request using IPv4. 

Requests to Site 1 have the highest RTT followed by Site 2 and 

Site 3. This is because the hop count for Site 1 is higher than for 

Site 2 and Site 3. It is also evident that the RTT when using IVI 

can be between a few milliseconds to about 15 milliseconds 

higher compared to a direct request to a site using IPv4. RTTs for 

Linux are higher than for the bare PC as expected. These results 

provide an estimate of the extra overhead due to IVI translation.  

 

Figure 10. Linux translation with different prefix lengths 

 

 

Figure 11. Bare PC translation with different prefix lengths 

Figs. 14 and 15 show the respective connection times for Linux 

and bare translators using HTTP requests to the same three Web 

sites. Connection time is defined as the time for a TCP connection 

to be established. The connection times for Linux range from 42-

121 ms for IPv4-IPv4 requests and from 46-126 ms for IVI 

translated requests. The corresponding connection times for the 

bare PC range from 40-118 ms for IPv4-IPv4 requests and from 

44-124 ms for IVI translated requests. 

Figs. 16 and 17 show the internal timings for the various IVI 

translation functions using the Linux and the bare PC 

implementations respectively with traffic to and from the Internet. 

It is seen that irrespective of the translation function and 

implementation, IPv4 to IPv6 translation has a higher overhead 

compared to IPv6 to IPv4 translation. The results for Internet 

traffic are very similar to those for LAN traffic (Figs. 5 and 6) as 

would be expected. 

 

Figure 12. Linux RTTs for three Web sites 

 

Figure 13. Bare PC RTTs for three Web sites 

 

 

Figure 14. Linux connection time for three Web sites 

We also conducted experiments over the Internet to evaluate IVI 

performance when the IPv6 LC client (in Livingston, North 

Carolina) makes HTTP requests for files of sizes 104, 318, and 

531 KB respectively from an IPv4 Apache Web server running at 

Towson University (TU) in Towson, Maryland.  
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Figure 15. Bare PC connection time for three Web sites 

 

Figure 16. Linux Translation Time 

 

 

Figure 17. Bare Translation Time 

Figs. 18-20 respectively compare the results for connection time, 

delay and throughput using the Linux and bare PC IVI 

implementations. The connection time is defined as for Figs. 14 

and 15, and therefore is essentially the same for all three file sizes. 

Delay is defined as the time between the TCP SYN request and 

last ACK, and throughput is the data rate for the duration of the 

TCP connection. As expected, the larger files have the higher 

delays; they also have higher throughput. The throughput, which 

was obtained using a Wireshark packet analyzer [25] connected to 

the local LC switch, is the total throughput; it includes all the 

bytes (headers, data, and acks) seen by Wireshark. The measured 

throughput is therefore close to (but not identical to) the 

calculated throughput in Fig. 19, which is the file size divided by 

the delay. The performance difference between the bare PC and 

Linux IVI implementations for these Internet experiments is seen 

to be relatively small (as seen above for the case of the LAN 

experiments). 

6. CONCLUSION 
IVI translation is a technique recently proposed by the IETF to 

enable communication between hosts on IPv4 and IPv6 networks. 

We determined the overhead due to IVI translation by measuring 

the internal timings for both IPv6 to IPv4 and IPv4 to IPv6 

translation on an ordinary desktop running Linux Fedora. We also 

implemented an IVI translator as a bare PC application on the 

same machine with no operating system or kernel, and compared 

the corresponding timings.  

Several experiments were conducted in LAN and Internet 

environments to evaluate IVI translation performance. The results 

show that in general it is more expensive to translate packets from 

IPv4 to IPv6 than from IPv6 to IPv4 with a 4.1 µs difference on 

Linux and a 3.8 µs difference on a bare PC. It was found that 

address mapping is the most expensive operation in IVI 

translation regardless of the system on which the translator is 

implemented. IVI translation has little overhead for both the 

Linux and bare PC implementations regardless of the higher layer 

protocol carried in the payload. However, eliminating the 

operating system overhead would enable more efficient 

translation. The left-over CPU cycles could be used to process 

more packets, or for enhanced security-related processing during 

packet translation. 

 

Figure 18. Connection time (LC to TU) 

 

Figure 19. Delay for various files sizes (LC to TU) 
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Figure 20. Throughput for various file sizes (LC to TU) 
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ABSTRACT 
Heterogeneous multi-core processors are now widely deployed to 
meet computation requirements for multimedia applications on 
embedded mobile devices. However, due to the difference on 
computation capability of heterogeneous multi-cores, it is 
challenging to share the load among cores and to better utilize the 
cores on the processor. In this work, we develop a fairness 
scheduler to share the load among cores to meet the above 
challenge. The developed framework ensures that each virtual 
machine receives its proportional share of computation time over 
different processing elements. To fairly schedule the tasks on the 
platform, VM-aware fair scheduler (VMAFS) takes into account 
the preemptibility of processes on co-processors. A family of 
algorithms is designed to schedule tasks on preemptive and non-
preemptive processing elements. We define fairness on such 
architectures and use this metric to efficiently drive VMAFS 
algorithm so as to fairly manage non-preemptive computing 
resources. Performance evaluations result show that when 
VMAFS algorithm is used, scheduling fairness is not sensitive to 
the amount of computation time of non-preemptive tasks. In 
addition, VMAFS algorithm greatly outperforms credit-based 
scheduling algorithm, which is deployed in existing virtualization 
environment.1 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
C.3 [Information Systems Applications]: SPECIAL-PURPOSE 
AND APPLICATION-BASED SYSTEMS—Real-time and 
embedded systems, Microprocessor/microcomputer applications; 
D.4.1 [Software]: Operating Systems Process Management 
[scheduling, Synchronization] 

General Terms 
Performance and Theory 

Keywords 
Fairness Scheduling. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Multi-core DSP SoCs have the capability of processing 
application specific data for embedded real-time systems, and 
have been adopted in many mission critical systems and consumer 
electronic systems. Such platforms are available from commercial 

1 Copyright is held by the authors. This work is based on an 
earlier work: RACS'12 Proceedings of the 2012 ACM Research 
in Applied Computation Symposium, Copyright 2012 ACM 
978-1-4503-1492-3/12/10. 
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2401603.2401691  

vendors and research institutes. OMAP platform from Texas 
Instruments [24], NaviEngine platform from NEC Electronics 
[22], Tesla processors from nVidia[18], C6000TM High 
Performance Multi-core DSP from Texas Instruments Inc., 
MSC8156 from FreeScale, and PAC DUO from ITRI [16] are few 
examples. With the increasing computation capacity on such 
platforms, many embedded system developers are now 
merging/migrating several stand-alone embedded real-time 
applications onto one shared platform to take advantage of high 
computation capacity, low cost, and low maintenance overhead on 
heterogeneous multicore platforms. Redesigning and re-
implementing existing applications for new platforms have its 
own merits: better optimized resource management and global 
schedulability analysis. However, this approach suffers from long 
development cycle, intractable schedulability analysis, and sky-
rising development cost. 
Another candidate solution is to migrate existing embedded real-
time applications to virtual machines. Figure 1 shows the system 
architecture of such platforms. In this architecture, the host 
platform is a heterogeneous multi-core SoC. It consists of multi-
core general-purpose processors such as the processors from 
ARM, Intel, and special purpose processors such as MIPS, DSP 
cores, GPU cores, hardware accelerators, network adaptors, 
storage devices, etc. On the host platform, a thin operating system 
such as micro-kernel is deployed to abstract the details of 
hardware components and manage concurrent access to the 
physical devices. On virtualization layer, hypervisor, also called 
virtual machine manager (VMM), provides virtualized hardware 
platforms to guest operating systems, and maps/manages the 
requests to virtualized hardware components to physical hardware 
components on the host platform. Not all the virtual machine are 
identical: each virtual machine consists of virtual hardware 
components which can be mapped onto hardware components on 
the host platform. The resource manager in hypervisor assures that 
the resources are correctly shared among the virtual machines. On 
virtual machines, one can deploy different guest operating systems 
such as µc/OS II to host embedded applications, Windows from 
Microsoft to host user interface applications, real-time operating 
systems to assure time-sensitive communication. The advantages 
of this solution include (1) resource isolation, (2) low migration 
overhead, and (3) low hardware cost. Virtualization technologies 
serve as alternatives to manage computing resources on cloud 
computing and desktop computing. Examples are the 
virtualization software from VMware and Xen [25]. Furthermore, 
several commercial and research projects demonstrate that the 
solution is feasible for real-world applications. Examples are 
LynuxSecure from LynuxWorks Inc. [3], OKL4 Microvisor from 
Open Kernel Lab [19], and distributed resource kernel developed 
at CMU [14]. 
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Although virtualization technologies are widely adopted in many 
applications, existing technologies focus on general-purpose 
processors and do not support co-processor virtualization. For 
instance, GPU and CPU virtualization have been studies for years. 
However, for embedded real-time systems, many of the 
computation needs are conducted by DSP cores and ASICs on 
such platforms. These two types of co-processors does not benefit 
from existing virtualization framework. The reasons are the 
following. First of all, most of DSPs and ASICs use special 
designed instruction sets. The virtualization layer has difficulties 
to provide specific hardware abstract models for DSPs and ASICs. 
Second, translating binary instructions to targeted instruction sets 
leads to great amount of computation overhead and is not 
practical for embedded real-time applications. 
We propose to take advantage of both OpenCL and virtualization 
technology. In our approach, heterogeneous processors are shared 
and accessed from guest virtual machines through hypervisor. To 
take advantage of the computation capacity of heterogeneous 
multi-core SoC platforms, we propose to integrate virtualization 
technology with OpenCL framework [2] to share the computation 
capacity on the platforms. OpenCL is an open standard to support 
run-time task dispatch on heterogeneous multi-core platforms. 
The tasks programmed in OpenCL can be compiled into different 
instruction sets, depending on the allocated processing core to 
execute the task. In the framework, we design and implement a 
VM-aware fairness scheduler, called VMAFS for short, for co-
processors such as DSP and hardware accelerators. In OpenCL 
framework, one computing device receives requests from different 
applications. When the applications are executed on the virtual 
machines on heterogeneous multi-core SoC platforms shown in 
Figure 1, the virtual machine manager allocates fair amount of 
computation resources to the virtual machines and, thus, the 
applications. In addition, our VMAFS offers fairness properties 
on non-preemptive architectures, which are adopted in many 
specialized co-processors or accelerators. Although many research 
works have been done in achieving task-level fairness, little 
considers achieving VM-level fairness, in which computation 
resources are allocated to VMs proportional to their predefined 
weights. In the mean time, to the best of our knowledge, 
proportional scheduling fairness across heterogeneous processors 
has not been studied and is of increasing importance as the 
increasing popularity of OpenCL standard. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents related work and the background for OpenCL framework 
and virtualization technology. Section 2 also describes the system 
architecture including the assumption on workload and hardware 

architecture, and system model. The problem definitions are also 
described. Section 3 presents VM-aware fair schedulers for 
preemptive and non-preemptive tasks. Section 4 presents the 
performance evaluation results for the VM-aware fair scheduler 
and other fairness schedulers. 

2. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM 
DEFINITION 
2.1 Background 
The Open Computing Language (OpenCL) [2] is a c99-based [1] 
open standard for parallel programming across heterogeneous 
processors. It is designed to abstract the heterogeneity of 
underling hardware such that applications are not bounded to a 
specific hardware environment. Figure 2 shows the architecture of 
OpenCL framework. 

An OpenCL application is a computation task that consists of 
software components implemented in OpenCL. A host represents 
the run-time environment including hardware and software to 
execute OpenCL applications. In the framework, a context 
consists of a set of processing elements, memory region, and 
communication interface so as to define the hardware 
environment to execute computation tasks. Hence, a context 
represents a subset of hardware components on the platform to 
host the applications. 
Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) scheduler was first defined 
in [20] and is an idealized scheduling model that achieves perfect 
fairness, and many other schedulers use GPS as a base to schedule 
tasks with different characteristics. Consider a system with P 
CPUs and N threads, and each thread pi has a weight wi and 1 ≤ i 

Figure 1. System architecture for heterogeneous multi-core  DSP SoCs 

Figure 2. OpenCL Framework 
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≤ N. Let Si(t1,t2) be the CPU time that thread pi is allocated in 
time interval [t1,t2]. When any thread pi remains executable in 
[t1,t2], Definition 2.1 holds under GPS algorithm. 

Definition 2.1: A GPS scheduler satisfies , i,j = 1, 

2,…, N. 

The equality holds if thread pj for 1 ≤ j ≤ N remains executable 
within time interval [t1,t2]. The definition leads to the following 
two properties for GPS scheduler: 

• If both thread pi and pj remain ready to execute with fixed 
weights in [t1, t2], then GPS satisfies 

                                         (1) 

• If the set of executable threads, Φ, and their weights remain 
unchanged throughout the interval [t1,t2], for any thread pi 
∈  Φ, GPS satisfies 

                        (2) 

Many prior researches such as WFQ [10] and BVT [11] are 
applied to uni-processor scheduling with proportional fairness 
property. For multiprocessors, to analyze the fairness bound in the 
system, lag [4] is a performance metric for fairness and least lag 
values represent that the system is much more fair. Suppose that 
Algorithm A is a scheduler (not GPS scheduler) deployed on a 
multi-processor platform. 
Definition 2.2: For any time interval [t1,t2], the lag of thread pi 
scheduled by Algorithm A is defined by lagi(t) = Si,GPS(t1,t) - 
Si,A(t1,t) for t∈ [t1,t2], where Si,GPS and Si,A represent the 
computation time to thread pi allocated by GPS algorithm and by 
Algorithm A. 
Multiprocessor scheduling [15] has been well studied in past 
decades and previous works mostly target homogeneous 
multiprocessor platforms. With the emergence of GPGPU and 
specialized co-processors [17][13], programming and exploiting 
heterogeneous multiprocessors have received increasing attention 
lately [8][12], and [23]. We summarize three key concepts of the 
related works in the following. First, only one VM, called Host 
OS/VM or Dom0, is granted to directly access to GPUs and the 
other VMs, called guest VMs, pass their GPU requests to Host OS 
through virtual machine manager (VMM). Second, driver model 
is composed of frontend on Guest OS, and backend on Host OS. 
Frontend driver is a light-weight layer and is responsible for 
connecting and redirecting API calls to Host OS. Backend driver 
receives and interprets remote requests, and creates a 
corresponding execution context for the API calls, then returns 
the results to Guest OS. Third, they provide scheduling policy (yet 
very simple) to manage requests from Guest OS, like FCFS. Our 
work shares several features in part with [12] and [23]. We not 
only virtualize GPUs but also consider fairness properties on 
heterogeneous multiprocessor platforms in general. This enables 
us to better exploit the computation capacity of heterogeneous 
platforms through a unified interface. 

In task scheduling, one important issue is to assure fairness such 
that resources are allocated to tasks according to their importance. 
Previous works can be classified into two categories: Virtual-time 
based algorithm and Round-robin based algorithms. Virtual-time 
based algorithm such as WFQ [10], Parekh [21], Bennett [5], and 
Blanquer [6] can achieve the strongest fairness with constant lag 
bound. However, they have limited scalability by using 
centralized queue to achieve fairness. Round-robin algorithms 
have O(1) time complexity but O(N) lag bound. However, if the 
number of tasks and weights are bounded by a constant, the 
round-robin-based algorithm also can achieve similar lag bound 
as virtual-time based algorithms do. Besides, these algorithms 
have better scalability. Caprita et al. extend the original GRa3 
scheduler on uni-processor [9] to multi-processors [7] by 
grouping the tasks with different range of weight. These 
algorithms rely on timer interrupts, which are usually unavailable 
on ASIC processors. As a result, these algorithms cannot be 
applied on these types of processing elements. 

2.2 System Architecture 
 
In this work, we take advantage of virtualization environment to 
manage the resources. Figure 3 shows the system architecture of 

VM-aware resource management for OpenCL-based 
heterogeneous multi-core execution model.  
There are two types of virtual machines (VMs) in our system: 
general purpose VM, or Gen-VM, and OpenCL specific VM, or 
OpenCL-VM. One and only one OpenCL-VM is deployed in the 
system and OpenCL-VM has a role similar to the controlling 
domain 0 in Xen [25] and is responsible for managing and 
scheduling the heterogeneous multi-processor resources. User 
applications are executed on Gen-VMs and, whenever they enter 
their parallelized code sections and need to invoke OpenCL for 
parallel executions, they send a command to the OpenCL-VM. 
We will present the Gen-VM’s components in charge of passing 
OpenCL commands shortly. When the OpenCL VM receives the 
commands, it invokes the VM-Aware Fair Scheduler (VMAFS) to 
schedule and to dispatch OpenCL kernels to corresponding 
computation devices. We should point out that our work focuses 
on the scheduling policies improving proportional fairness among 
Gen-VMs, which is absent in previous works as mentioned above. 
For the works targeting on porting OpenCL to virtualized 
environments, we refer the readers to [12]. In our proposed 
architecture, the "virtualized" OpenCL framework is realized in 
three components: a.) OpenCL runtime and platform libraries 

Figure 3. System Architecture for OpenCL-based Model 
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reside in Gen-VMs supporting passing command to the OpenCL-
VM, b.) the Request Manager and Runtime Manager reside in 
OpenCL-VM providing basic runtime support such as access to 
the underlying hardware information to OpenCL tasks, and c.) 
VM-Aware Fair Scheduler. We notice that current OpenCL run-
time environment adopts FCFS (First-Come-First-Serve) 
scheduling algorithm using an in-order queue for individual 
processor or device (e.g., GPU) so that the kernels are 
sequentially scheduled. However, Gen-VMs usually host different 
user applications and, thus, have different importance. The native 
sequential scheduling not only cannot reflect the prioritizing of 
Gen-VMs, but also would fail to deliver time-sensitive 
performance. To improve this, we propose a scheduler, referred to 
as VM-Aware Fair Scheduler (VMAFS) that achieves 
proportional fairness among kernels of different GenVMs. We 
will discuss the details in later sections. 
We define VM-aware fairness by extending the definition given in 
GPS [20] for heterogeneous multi-core processors. In particular, 
we ignore thread’s properties and only take into account VM’s 
properties. Consider that in a system, there are Nm units of 
processor Pm for 1 ≤ m ≤ M where Nm ≥ 1, and N  virtual machines 
where each virtual machine VMi has a weight wi for 1 ≤ i ≤ N. Let 
Si(t1,t2) be the computation time allocated to VMi in time interval 
[t1,t2] on all processors. The VM-level ideal fairness satisfies the 
following two conditions: 
If both virtual machine VMi and VMj have back-logged task 
queues in time interval [t1,t2] and their weights are wi and wj, the 
following equation holds 

                               ( 3 ) 

If the virtual machines in the set Φ remain non-idle throughout 
the interval [t1,t2] and their weights remain unchanged, for any 
VMi ∈  Φ, the following equation holds 

  

                  ( 4 ) 

The goal of this paper is to design a scheduler for OpenCL kernels 
to assure that the VM-level fairness, defined in Equation (3) and 
(4), are met. In other words, the designed scheduler should 
minimize the difference between the allocated execution time and 
its ideal fair share. 

3. VM-AWARE FAIR SCHEDULER 
VM-aware fair schedulers (VMAFS) are divided into the two 
subroutines - VMAFS-P and VMAFS-N, depending on whether 
the underlying execution environment allows a task to be 
preempted with reasonably low overhead. Tasks run on GPPs can 
be preempted and context switch to other tasks for execution at 
lower cost in general, typically include some cache misses. Due to 
the proprietary software stack, binary device drivers and the 
limitation of hardware, tasks run on SPPs, however, are less likely 
to be preemptible or may otherwise introduce non-negligible 
overhead such as massive data-movement across buses. Rather, 
typical execution model requires the current task to finish or 
voluntarily relinquish processors before the next task could run. 

We design schedulers for both preemptible and non-preemptible 
processors to achieve VM-level fairness and are described in 
Section 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. Note that the decision of whether 
a kernel should run on GPPs or SPPs is made by the programmers 
and is not addressed in this paper. 

3.1 VMAFS-P Scheduler 
3.1.1 Overview 
There are two queues on each processor, active and budget-
exhausted queue. All kernels in active and budget-exhausted 
queue are called "schedulable kernels". Initially, all schedulable 
kernels are placed in the active queue. In general, when a kernel 
on one processor has been selected for execution and has 
exhausted its budget, it will be placed into budget-exhausted 
queue. We adopt the concept of round-robin method to schedule 
kernels.  That is, after all kernels have been placed into the 
budget-exhausted queue, the VMAFS-P switches both queues and 
the processor is advanced to its next round. We define a Switch 
event as the event when active queue becomes empty and the 
processor is permitted to switch it with the budget-exhausted 
queue. We define the time interval between two consecutive 
occurrences of Switch event as a round. We describe in Section 
3.1.3 on how VMAFS-P maintains runtime status of each 
processor and kernel tasks, along with how it distribute 
proportional processor sharing to individual VMs. 
The rationale of VMAFS-P algorithm is to assure that the number 
of schedulable kernels of each VM is the same. This can be done 
by setting the number of schedulable kernels to be a fraction of 
the total number of kernels of the VM which has least number of 
kernels. VMs having more kernels are forced to remove some of 
their kernels temporarily from the queue or not enter into 
processor active/budget-exhausted queues. This does not affect 
the fairness property of the scheduler and the VMs have the 
flexibility to decide which of its kernels run first according to its 
own scheduling criteria. 

3.1.2 Terminologies of VMAFS Algorithm 
In this subsection, we define terminologies used in VMAFS 
algorithm. Suppose that there are P pre-emptible processors and N 
virtual machines in system. Denoted by VMi the i-th virtual 
machine of N VMs in the system. wi represents the weight of VMi 
and 1 ≤ i ≤ N. wmax is the variable to record the largest value 
among wi. When VMAFS-P scheduler selects a new kernel of VMi 
for execution, it will execute for a time interval of length Bi. Bi is 
the execution time budget of each kernel from VMi. Let S be the 
(minimum) basic scheduling time quantum in the system, then the 
value of Bi is given by S * wi. For each processor p ∈ PΦ, roundp 
is the number of rounds the processor p has gone through. That is, 
the number of consecutive Switch events p has experienced. At 
any time t, roundmax is the largest roundp. Denoted by 
accumulating received round σi the number of times that a kernel 
of VMi has been selected for execution by some processor p. 
When system starts up, VMAFS-P scheduler initializes σi to 0, 
and increase it by one each time VMi's kernel is selected by some 
processor p. σmax and σmin  represent the largest and smallest 
number of all σi, respectively. During run time, VMAFS-P 
algorithm maintains an invariant that difference between σmax and 
σmin is bounded by U, which is a value defined empirically by 
system administrator. As mentioned earlier, VMAFS-P controls 
the number of schedulable kernels that enters processor queues for 
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each VM. In this paper, this variable is denoted by Ctotal and can 
be set empirically by system administrator or programmers. Table 
1 summarizes the notation used in this paper. 
 
 

3.1.3 VMAFS-P Algorithm 
There are four procedures in VMAFS-P algorithm. First, "Kernel  
Select Procedure" is the entry point of the VMAFS-P scheduler 
and is invoked by each processor p when the budget of the current 
kernel on p has been used up and p is about to select the next 
kernel for execution. Second, in Kernel Select Procedure, we 
design a "Load  Sharing  Procedure", whose goal is to have light-
loaded processor to share the work from heavy-loaded processor 
during each round. The main idea is to balance the load on each 
processor so that the kernels on light loaded processors do not 
receive more than enough execution time. Third, "Lag Boosting 
Procedure", also being invoked in Kernel Select Procedure, is 
responsible for keeping the difference between σmax and σmin 
within U. The rationale behind is to ensure that each VM would 
receive its proportional sharing of the P processors during any 
time interval. Finally The "Entrance Control Procedure" is 
responsible for maintaining the total number of schedulable 
kernels in system. The details of the procedures are described as 
follows.  
Figure 4 illustrates the flowchart of Kernel Select Procedure, the 
main routine of VMAFS-P, along with its two important 
subroutines - Load Sharing Procedure and Lag Boosting 
Procedure. Upon the time when processor p is about to select a 
new kernel for execution. Step 1: the scheduler checks if roundp is 
equal to roundmax. If the result is true, the scheduler compute the 

current σmax and σmin. Otherwise it goes to Step 2. We introduce 
the details of Step 2 later. After finding the σmax and σmin, 
VMAFS-P scheduler checks if (σmax - σmin) is greater than or 
equal to U. If true, go to "Lag Boosting Procedure", otherwise go 
to "Load Sharing Procedure". Step 2 (roundp is not equal to 
roundmax): If active queue is not empty, choose a kernel k at the 
head of the queue for execution. Otherwise increased roundp by 

one and then invoke the "Kernel Select Procedure" again. 

 
Figure 5. Flowchart of Lag Boosting Procedure 

We now introduce the details of Lag Boosting Procedure, 
illustrated in Figure 5, and Load Sharing Procedure, illustrated in 
Figure 6. The key idea of Lag Boosting is to identify the VM with 
minimum accumulating received round (σ value), σmin, and then 
to select the kernel from this VM to compensate for the 
insufficient execution time it has received. Note that this 
subroutine is always invoked when violating the invariant 
inequality $σmax - σmin <= U$ becomes possible, thus, intuitively, 
VMAFS-P maintains the invariant that all virtual machines 
receive similar number of times of kernel execution. Setting up 
the value of U is a trade-off between fairness guarantee and 
migration overhead. With a large U, VMAFS-P is highly 
decentralized and could better utilize underlying multiprocessors 
to achieve better scalability, while still achieves certain degree of 
VM-level fairness. On the other hand, VMAFS-P achieves more 
accurate VM-level fairness at the cost of higher migration 
overhead when U is set small. Algorithm 1 lists the detail flow of 
Lag Boosting Procedure. 

Table 1. Notation summary 
Items Description 

Ψ The set of all processors 

VMi i-th virtual machine (also called 'VM' i) 
N The number of virtual machines. 
wi The weight of virtual machine VMi 
wmax The largest value of all wi 
S Constant basic scheduling quantum. 
Bi Budget of VMi, Bi = wi*S. 
roundp The current round number of processor P. 
roundmax maxp∈Ψ {roundp$} 

σi Accumulated received round, the number of 
time instant that VMi 's kernel being selected 
by any processor. 

σmax The largest value of all σi. 

σmin The smallest value of all σi. 
U The upper bound of the difference between 

σmax and  σmin. 
Ctotal  The number of schedulable kernels on each 

VM for all time. 
P The number of processors 

  

Algorithm 1 VMAFS-P: Lag Boosting Procedure   

VMi = Find the VM with σmin   
P be the processor executing Lag Boosting Procedure  
if active queue does not hold any kernel of VMi then 

Search for kernels of VMi in other processors’ active 
queues and budget-expired queues   
Move kernel k the head of p’s active queue so that it can be 
executed immediately 

else 
Move kernel k∈ VMi to the head of p’s active queue 

 
 

Figure 4. Flowchart of Kernel Selection Procedure 
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Figure 6. Flowchart of Load Sharing Procedure 

The roundp of each processor p keeps track of the current round 
number. Since VMAFS-P is designed as a decentralized 
algorithm, workload being dispatched on each processor could be 
uneven. This will result in system performance bottleneck and the 
possibility of unfairness. To avoid such issues, Load Sharing 
Procedure always requires light-loaded processors (roundp < 
roundmax) to migrate workload from heavily-loaded processors 
(roundp < roundmax) before they can advance to the next round. 
Algorithm 2 presents this idea.  
Finally, the Entrance Control procedure checks the kernel's 
budget. That is, when a kernel completes, VMAFS-P checks if the 
executing time is equal to its budget or not. If the return result is 
false, the scheduler will add a new kernel from same VM to active 
queue and continue to execute for remaining budget. Otherwise, 
the result shows that the kernel executed full budget then 
scheduler put the kernel into budget-exhausted queue as usual. 
We list its pseudo in Algorithm 3 and its flowchart in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. Flowchart of Entrance Control Procedure 

3.2 VMAFS-N Scheduler 
In VMAFS-N, the VM-level fairness is defined by N-dimension 
vectors. Within time interval [tm, tn], virtual machine VMi is 
allocated for certain amount of computation time, represented by 
ri. Each virtual machine VMi has a predefined weight wi to 
represent the importance or criticality of the virtual machines. 
According to the definition of fairness on heterogeneous 
multicore processors given in Section 2.2, the ideal computation 
time for any two virtual machines VMi and VMj, both of which are 
not idle in time interval [tm, tn] where tm < tn, should meet the 
following constraint: ri : rj = wi: wj. Hence, we use a N-dimension 
vector to represent the allocated computation time for all virtual 
machines in the system at a given time interval. The vector is 
called the status vector, denoted by V, and represented by Vm,n

N 
=< r1, r2,…,rN > for time interval [tm, tn]. The optimal allocation 

or ideal fairness is represented by a unit vector IN, which is 
defined as IN =<w1, w2,…, wN >.  
Assume that there are N VMs, according to the GPS model 
introduced earlier, fairness is defined as r1 : r2 :…: rN = w1 : w2:…: 
wN, where ri and wi are allocated execution time and weight of 
VMi, respectively, for 1 ≤ I ≤ N. Let’s consider an N-dimensional 

vector vN, where the i-th element of vN is ri. We call the vector vN 
the status vector. Let IN be the ideal unit vector such that IN =<wi, 
wi+1,…, wN > and Ii

N : Ij
N = wi : wj. vN represents ideal fairness if it 

points to the direction of IN. As shown in Figure 8, there are two 
VMs in system. A vector’s projection to VM1 (VM2) represents the 
accumulated execution time of VM1(VM2). I2 is a < 2, 1 > vector 
when w1:w2 = 2:1. v2(tk) =< v1

2,v2
2 > are the status vector of VMs 

at time tk, where represent the accumulated received execution 
time of VM1 and VM2 at time tk respectively. 

 
Figure 8. An Example of Geometric Representation of 

Fairness 
In the algorithm, we use vectors to represent the allocated 
computation time and weight of the virtual machines. The VM-
level fairness is defined by N-dimension vectors. Within time 
interval [0, tk], the amount of computation time allocated to 
virtual machine VMi is defined represented by ri(tk). Each virtual 
machine VMi has a predefined weight wi to represent the 
importance or criticality of virtual machine VMi. According to the 
definition of fairness on heterogeneous multi-core processors 
given in Section 2, the ideal computation time allocation for any 
two virtual machines VMi and VMj, both of which have 
backlogged ready queue in time interval [tm, tn] where tm<tn, 

Algorithm 2 VMAFS-P: Load Sharing Procedure   

if Active queue is empty then   
Find kernels from active queues of processors with round 
number equals to roundmax or budget exhausted queues of 
processors with round number less than roundmax.   

 if there are kernels in these queues then 
  Move some kernels to self active queue 
 else 

Increase roundp by one and return Kernel Select 
procedure 

else 
Switch queue(active, budget-exhausted)  
Increase roundp by one and return 

Algorithm 3 VMAFS-P: Entrance Control Procedure 
 
VMi = the VM to which the current kernel k belongs. 
Executedtime = how long k has been executed since this 
round. 
if k is not finished then 

Move k to budget-exhausted queue 
else 

Move a newkernel k’ fromVMi to the active queue and 
continue to execute k’ for remaining time (Bi − 
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should meet the following constraint: ri(tn) - ri(tm) : rj(tn) - rj(tm) = 
wi: wj. Hence, we use a N-dimension vector to represent the 
allocated computation time for all virtual machines in the system 
at a given time interval. The vector is called the status vector and 
represented by Vm,nN =< r1, r2,…, rN > for time interval [tm, tn] 
where ri = ri(tn) - ri(tm) for 1 ≤ i ≤ N. The ideal fairness is 
represented by fairness vector IN, which is defined as IN =< w1, 
w2,…, wN > where VMi is not idle for 1 ≤ i ≤ N. 

The fairness of a computation time allocation can be represented 
by the angle between status vector and fairness vector. When the 
angle is zero degree, these two vectors point to the same direction 
and the allocated computation time meets the fairness constraint. 
Because the allocated computation time is no less than 0, the 
maximum angle between these two vectors are 90 degrees. Hence, 
we define fairness factor at time tk, denoted by Ftk, as cosine of the 
angle, given by the following formula: 

          ( 5 ) 

When the angle is zero degree, fairness constraint is met and the 
fairness factor is 1; when the angle is 90 degree, the fairness factor 
is 0. 
Figure 9 illustrates the terminologies defined above. At time tk, 
three virtual machines are not idle and the fairness vector is I3. 
When the allocated computation time is V3(tk), the fairness factor 
is cos(θ1). At time tk+1, two virtual machines are not idle and the 
fairness vector is I2. When the allocated computation time is 
V2(tk+1), the fairness factor is cos(θ2). 

 
Figure 9. An example of Adding Virtual Machines 

The main idea of non-preemptive scheduler is to use the vector-
like interpretation of fairness as described above to identify the 
most suitable kernel to be executed. The geometric interpretation 
enables us to measure exactly how close it is from current status 
to ideal fairness. VMAFS-N scheduler adopts a greedy approach. 
Whenever invoked, VMAFS-N scheduler searches for a ready 
kernel so that the angle between ideal vector IN and status vector 
VN (after the execution of the candidate kernel) will be the 
smallest. 

Since cosine function is a strictly descending function when 0 ≤ θ

≤ , VMAFS-N scheduler maximizes Equation 5 during each 
scheduling instant. In this way, VMAFS-N scheduler tries to keep 

the status vector always pointing to the direction closest to the 
ideal fairness vector. To achieve fairness, VMAFS-N selects a 
kernel which will minimize the angle between VN(tk+1) and IN 
where VN(tk+1) is the status vector if the computation time is 
allocated to the selected kernel and the kernel finishes at time tk+1. 
The pseudo code of VMAFS-N algorithm is listed at Algorithm 4. 
Note that VMAFS-N algorithm is applied individually for each 
type of processing elements and there could be several units for 
each type of the processing elements. 
Figure 10 shows an example to illustrate show how VMAFS-N 
algorithm works. There are two VMs in the system. Ideal vector 
I2, represented by the dashed line, and current status vector V2(tk), 
represented by the solid line, are shown in the figure. When the 
current kernel completes at scheduling instant tk, the scheduler 

calculates the cosine value for all ready kernels according to 
Equation 5. In this example, we have three ready kernels in 
queues and the gray dashed lines show all three status vectors 
assuming each of the kernels are selected at scheduling instant tk+1 
at scheduling instant tk. As shown in the figure, the execution 
times for kernels are k1, k2, and k3. Among them, one is hosted by 
virtual machine VM1 and the other two are hosted by virtual 
machine VM2. Because θ2 < θ1 < θ3 in this example, θ2 is the 
smallest angle against the ideal fairness vector. So the VMAFS-N 
algorithm chooses the kernel on virtual machine VM2 to be the 
next task. 
When the ready queue of any virtual machine VMj becomes 
empty, the algorithm removes the allocated computation time for 
virtual machine VMj from the status vector VN to be VN-1. When 
any virtual machine VMj becomes available at schedule instant tk, 
the algorithm adds the allocated computation time vj for virtual 
machine VMj to the status vector. The allocated computation time 
vj is the maximum of allocated computation time for VMj thus far 
and normalized allocated computation time for all the other virtual 

machines, vi × . Figure 10 shows an example to 

illustrate the change. Before schedule instant tk, only two virtual 
machines have backlogged ready queue. At schedule instant tk, 
virtual machine VM3 becomes ready to execute, i.e., its ready 
queue becomes backlogged. The algorithm replaces V2(tk) by 
V3(tk) where r3 is the maximum among r3, r1, and r2. Given the 
updated status vector, VMAFS-N is invoked to select the next 
kernel. In this example, each virtual machine has only one ready 
kernel: k1, k2, and k3. Among the kernels, kernel on virtual 
machine VM3 leads to the maximum fairness factor and is selected 
to the next kernel to execute. 

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
In this section, we present performance evaluation result for 
VMAFS-N algorithm to demonstrate its effectiveness. Extensive 
simulations are conducted to evaluate VM-aware Fair Scheduler. 
Comparisons with other algorithms are also included. 

Algorithm 4 VMAFS-N: Non-preemptive Scheduler 
 
Input: kernels on request queue of N virtual machines. 
Update the vector v(t) and ideal vector I 
for i = 1 → N do 

while queue is not empty do 
if cosθ(v’, I) is the maximum then 
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We compare the performance of VMAFS-N scheduler with that of 
first-come-first-serve (FCFS) scheduler and credit-based 
scheduler. The first come first serve policy had been adopted in 
OpenCL framework. The Credit-based scheduler has long been 
used in Xen hypervisor for scheduling VM tasks. We keep all the 
VCPU concepts but rewrite it to support non-preemptive 
scheduling. 

Two performance metrics are used to evaluate the fairness 
properties and the overhead of scheduling algorithms. The 
allocated computation time of each VM measures directly how 
processor resources are assigned to VMs. Fairness factor, i.e., the 
cos(θ) value between the status vector and the ideal unit vector, 
represents how close the actual computation allocation is to ideal 
VM-level fair allocation. 

Table 2 shows the workload parameters for the experiments. 
These parameters are selected to have extensive coverage for 
modern and future embedded systems. The latest mobile devices 
(in year 2012) have four cores and have two virtual machines. In 
our experiments, the number of processing cores range from 2 to 
10; the number of virtual machines is randomly selected between 
2 and 15. The number of ready kernels on each VM, denoted by 
Ctotal, ranges from 1 to 500. In other words, the total number of 
ready kernels for in the system, i.e., N*Ctotal, ranges from 2 to 
7,500 at any time. In VMAFS-N algorithm, we assume that all the 
kernels have a bounded worst case execution time so that none of 
them could occupy any processors by having unlimited execution 
time. The execution time and its upper bound is set by observing 
realistic workloads running on TI RadeonTM HD 5870. A set of 
micro-benchmarks yields the execution time various between 
20μs (for light workload) to 200μs (for heavy workload). 
Therefore, we set the range of kernel’s execution time to be 20-
200μs. Finally, we set the ratio of VM’s weight between 1-10 and 
observe its impact to the scheduling results. 

4.1 VMAFS-P Scheduler 
4.1.1 Comparison of VMAFS-P with/without Upper 
Bound 
Figure 11 shows that how the upper bound on the difference on 
allocated kernel rounds, which is U, affects the degree of achieved 
fairness during execution. There are 4 VMs and 4 processors in 
the experiments. The number of Ctotal varies from 5 to 100, and we 
set the U being Ctotal/3 to achieve fairness while also to avoid 
extensive external migrations. The smaller the difference of 

number of allocated execution rounds of VMs, the better degree 
of fairness is achieved. As shown in Figure 11, there could be in 

average up to 40% increase in differences of number of received 
execution rounds of VMs when U is removed (VMAFS-P without 
U). However, with VMAFS-P (with U), the maximum of δmax - 
δmin is always kept under U(=Ctotal/3), regardless of number of 
schedulable kernels are there in the system. On the other hand, the 
maximum of δmax - δmin increases as the number of schedulable 
kernel increases when VMAFS-P (without U) is adopted.  As 
mentioned in Section 3, the value of U presents a trade-off 
between achieved degree of fairness and migration overhead. We 
shall present the migration overhead analysis for VMAFS-P (with 
U) shortly. 

 
Figure 11. Comparison of VMAFS-P with/without Upper 

Bound U 

4.1.2 Comparison of Allocated Computing Resource 
This section presents the achieved degree of fairness of different 
algorithms. We show both the allocated computation time of each 

 
Figure 10. Enlarged VM Set and updated status vector 

 

Table 2. Workload Parameter 
Parameter Range 

Number of processing cores(P) 2-10 

Number of virtual machines(N) 2-15 

Number of ready kernels of each VM 
(Ctotal) 

1-500 

Total schedulable kernels (N * Ctotal) 2-7500 

Kernel’s execution time 20-200us 

Ratio of VM weight 1-10 
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VM when the simulation ends and the cos(θ) value sampled at 
various time points. Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the achieved 
degree of fairness for different algorithms in terms of allocated 
computation time for different configurations. In Figure 12, we set 
N=4; P=4; Ctotal =50; U=5; S=1(ms), and the execution time 
varies from 0 to 2000(ms). The major difference of these two 
cases is weight ratio. w1: w2: w3: w4 = 1:2:4:8 in Figure 12 and  
w1: w2: w3: w4: w5 = 1:2:3:4:5 in Figure 13. As we can see, the 
GR3 and VMAFS-P(with U) both achieve near ideal proportional 
fair share for each VM. On the other hand, the VMAFS-P 
(without U) performs worse in terms of fairness guarantee. We 
should note that there could still be limitations in VM-level GR3 
scheduler. The GR3 scheduler achieves fairness by running the 
intra-group round robin scheduler on the top of inter-group 
scheduler. However, if a large number of VMs fall into the same 
group (this might happen when their weights are all between 2M to 
2M+1 for some M), it becomes a round-robin scheduling algorithm 
and cannot maintain fairness.  

 
Figure 12. Fairness Comparison with Weight Ratio Constraint 

 
Figure 13. Fairness Comparison without Weight Ratio 

Constraint 
So we further measure the fairness, cos(θ) values of ideal fairness 
vector and allocated computation time vector, for different 
algorithms during the simulation and report the maximum cos(θ) 
value for each algorithm. The greater of maximum cos(θ) value, 
the lower the degree of fairness. As we can see in Figure 14 and 
Figure 15, VMAFS-P always achieve near ideal fairness in terms 
of cos(θ) (with cos value > 0.95 in all cases). The result of GR3 
achieve the more ideal fairness in Figure 15 than that in Figure 14 
because the all VMs are assigned to different groups by inter 
scheduler of GR3. However, VMAFS-P scheduler achieves almost 
ideal fairness at any case of weight ratio. 

 
Figure 14. Degree of Fairness with Weight Constraint 

 
Figure 15. Degree of Fairness without Weight Constraint 

4.1.3 Compare the Context Switch Overhead 
between VMAFS-P and GR3 
Although GR3 can achieve good fairness when VMs are assigned 
evenly to different groups (no skew). It achieves fairness by fine-
grained scheduling that may require extensive context switches at 
every time quantum. On the other hand, VMAFS-P adopts 
weighted round-robin (WRR) method to reduce the context switch 
overhead and to better utilize cache affinity. Figure 16 shows that 
the number of context switch reduces as N increases. In Figure 16, 
the number of schedulable kernels is fixed and the number of N 
varies. The VMAFS-P scheduler performs context switch only 
when the current kernel exhausts its budget, but GR3 scheduler 
switches to next kernel at each time quantum. On the other hand, 
VMAFS-P scheduler switches to next kernel until Bk (Bk = wk*S) 
time units. As the result, VMAFS-P can greatly reduce the context 
switch overhead during the run-time. 

 
Figure 16. Context Switch Overhead for VMAFS-P and GR3 

algorithm 
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4.1.4 Migration Overhead between VMAFS-P 
with/without U 
To achieve better fairness, the scheduler may need to migrate the 
tasks of VMs from one physical processor to another one when 
certain processors are occupied by a VM. To understand the 
relationship between fairness and migration overhead, we measure 
the number of migration over different upper bound on fairness. 
We compare it against the number of migration when there is no 
upper bound on fairness. Figure 17 shows the results of migration 
when the upper bound on fairness, U, varies from 5 to 30. When 
there is no upper bound on fairness, the number of migration does 
not change. When there are upper bounds on fairness, the number 
of migration reduces while the upper bound on fairness U 
increases. This is because that the scheduler can delay the 
execution of kernels when the upper bound on fairness increases. 
In particular, the number of migrations increases for 40% when 
the upper bound on fairness changes from 15 to 10. This is 
because Lag Boosting Procedure is triggered when the upper 
bound on fairness is reduces. 

 
Figure 17. Migration Overhead on VMAFS-P with/without U 

4.2 VMAFS-N Scheduler 
In this section, we present the fairness evaluation of VMAFS-N 
scheduler when the tasks are executed on non-preemptive 
processors. Figure 18 shows how sensitive the fairness factor is to 
the execution times. The horizontal axis denotes the range of 
execution times, and the vertical axis denotes average fairness 
factor. The results show that fairness factors decrease when the 
range of execution times increase due to the non-preemptivity of 
kernel execution. Fortunately, the impact to fairness factor is 
negligible: the execution times increases for 100% and the 
fairness factor decreases less than 0.5%. 

 
Figure 18. The Effect of Worst Case Execution Time to 

Fairness 

Figure 19 shows how sensitive the fairness factor is to the weight 
of VMs. The horizontal axis denotes the weight ratio of VMs; the 
vertical axis denotes cos(θ) value, i.e., the fairness factor. Weight 
ratio refers to the ratio of the weight of VMi+1 to that of VMi, for 2 
≤ i ≤ N, and weight of VM1 is 1. The execution time in Case 1 
ranges from 10μs to 60μs; the execution time in Case 2 ranges 
from 30μs to 180μs. As we can see in the figure, fairness factor 
decreases when the weight ratio increases. This is because 
VMAFS-N scheduler selects the kernel that can redirect status 
vector to ideal fairness vector. Comparison between the two cases 
in Figure 19 shows the rationale that the shorter the average 
execution time of kernels, the finer control over processors 
VMAFS-N scheduler can achieve. As a result, a higher degree of 
fairness can be reached. However, we also note that the fairness is 
not sensitive to the average execution time of kernels. When the 
average execution time increases for 200%, the fairness only 
decreases for 0.5%. 

 
Figure 19. Fairness versus Weight Ratio 

4.2.1 Comparison of Fairness with Non-Preemptive 
Property Scheduling 
Figure 20 shows the performance results of VMAFS-N scheduler, 
FCFS, and credit-based scheduler in terms of fairness. The 
horizontal axis denotes the different Gen-VMs, and the vertical 
axis denotes the allocated computing time of VMs. There are six 
VMs in system, and their weights ranges from 1 to 10. VMAFS-N 
scheduler always achieves the best fairness level and is closest to 
ideal fairness. Although the Credit-based scheduler approaches 
ideal fairness to a certain degree, VMAFS-N outperforms for all 
the cases. 
 

 
Figure 20. Comparison of Fairness with Non-Preemptive 

Property 
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5. ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we are concerned about scheduling OpenCL kernels 
with concept of VM-aware fairness in the virtualization 
heterogeneous multi-core platforms. We propose VM-level fair 
scheduler (VMAFS) which is a solution to on-line schedule 
OpenCL tasks into heterogeneous multi-core. In our scheduler we 
provide fairness guarantee to ensure VMs to receive computing 
time proportional to their importance. Besides, providing fairness 
guarantee also avoids resource contention and avoids the lower 
priority of Gen-VMs receiving more computing resource than the 
higher priority of Gen-VMs. In VMAFS-N, the VM-level fairness 
is interpreted geometrically by using vector-like concepts. 
Performance evaluations result show that when VMAFS-N 
algorithm is used, scheduling fairness is not sensitive to the 
amount of computation time of non-preemptive tasks. In addition, 
VMAFS-N algorithm greatly outperforms credit-based scheduling 
algorithm, which is deployed in virtualization environment. 
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ABSTRACT
Private cloud is cloud infrastructure operated solely for a sin-
gle organization, whether managed internally or by a third-
party and hosted internally or externally. It provides a flex-
ible way to extend the working environment. Since the busi-
ness process that working on them could be critical, it is im-
portant to provide a secure environment for organizations to
execute those processes. While user mobility has become an
important feature for many systems, technologies that pro-
vide users a lower cost and flexible way in joining a secure
private cloud are in a strong demand. This paper exploits
the key management mechanisms to have secured tunnels
with private cloud for users who might move around dy-
namically without carrying the same machine. A strong
authentication with a key agreement scheme is proposed
to establish the secure tunnel. Furthermore, the proposed
framework also provides mutual authentication, session key
renewal between the users and the cloud server. Several re-
lated security properties of the proposed mechanism are also

presented.1

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer Systems Organization ]: Computer
Communication Networks-General—Security and protection

General Terms
Security

Keywords
Cloud Computing, Strong Authentication, KeyManagement,
User Mobility, IPSec

1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is the use of computing resources that
are delivered as a service over a network. It is an emerg-
ing new computing model that enables convenient and on-
demand network access to a shared pool of computing re-
sources. Base on the deployment models, cloud computing

1Copyright is held by the authors. This work is
based on an earlier work: RACS’12 Proceedings of
the 2012 ACM Research in Applied Computation Sym-
posium, Copyright 2012 ACM 978-1-4503-1492-3/12/10.
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2401603.2401670

can be classified into for categories: public cloud, commu-
nity cloud, hybrid cloud, and private cloud. They provide
Internet-based services, computing, and storage for users in
all markets including financial, healthcare, and government.
However, cloud computing is also facing many challenges.
Data security, as it exists in many other applications, is
among these challenges that would raise great concerns from
users when they store sensitive information on cloud servers.
A survey regarding the use of Cloud services made by IDC
highlights that the security is the greatest challenge for the
adoption of Cloud [9].

Hence, security is a huge concern for cloud users, and it
becomes an important issue that provides a secure way to
use cloud. To improve the mutual trust between user and
cloud provider, the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) [1, 26]
has developed a security guide that identifies many areas for
concern in cloud computing. As point out in [21], there
are many important security relevant cloud components,
such as : cloud provisioning services, cloud data storage
services, cloud processing infrastructure, cloud support ser-
vices, cloud network and perimeter security. To ease the
security concerns of cloud applications, a lot of excellent
researches [11, 13, 22, 31, 36] were focus on secure cloud
computing to protect access and data of cloud.

While private cloud is cloud infrastructure operated solely
for a single organization, there is a strong demand for tunnel-
ing technologies for accessing the cloud securely. At related
area, work has been done to provide more robust and secure
communication for remote access, e.g., IPSec VPN [4, 10,
19], secure routing [12, 15, 17], secure SIP implementation
[2, 7]. Although IPSec introduces a good flexibility in the
security enhancement of higher-layer protocols, the setup of
IPSec-based secured tunnels tends to be static in the con-
figuration and restricted in a machine-to-machine fashion.
While user mobility has become an important feature for
many systems, technologies that provide users a lower cost
and flexible way in joining a VPN are in a strong demand.
An example approach in this direction is the adopting of the
ensemble system for group communication by having a single
shared encryption key for the entire VPN [25]. The major
problem for this approach is the vulnerability of the secured
tunnels when some malicious user obtains the shared key. In
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[18, 32], researchers try to deploy the network infrastructure
with VPN. However, these mechanisms still restricted in a
machine-to-machine fashion.

Another issue with private cloud is the need of authenti-
cation. User authentication is often the primary basis for
access control, keeping the bad guys out while allowing au-
thorized users in with a minimum of worry. Within a pri-
vate cloud, authorized users are allowed to access various
cloud services and resources. When several clouds work to-
gether, the identity management is a necessary service [24].
Single Sign-on for Interactions on the Intercloud can be a
good solution, many technologies could be employed such as
Shibbolet [27, 33], OpenID [30, 34]. An identity manage-
ment infrastructure able to support authentication among
federated clouds, based on SAML assertions, is proposed in
[6]. To have good access control, many excellent authentica-
tion mechanisms, e.g., password authentication [5, 23, 28],
ID-based authentication [14, 35], were developed. However,
since the limitations of these mechanisms, we still need a
novel mechanism. Besides, it is well known that multi-factor
authentication is preferable to defend social engineering at-
tacks. There are excellent works [3, 20, 29] on this area.
However, these mechanism usually require additional ic-card
or biometric features.

Thus, an approach is needed to provide a strong authenti-
cation and secure communication for cloud computing. We
are interested in the extension of the IPSec implementations
to have secured tunnels for users who might move around
dynamically without carrying the same machine. To provide
highly flexibility, the non-IPSec schemes shall also provided.
With the proposed algorithm, the strong authentication, se-
cure tunneling, and the user mobility could be achieved. An
AAA-based negotiation procedure will be proposed for the
implementations. The implementation of the proposed al-
gorithm is simple and highly portable.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 ex-
plores the needs of security services of cloud and the system
architecture of this paper. Section 3 presents a strong au-
thentication and dynamic configuration algorithm to extend
IPSec for the access of secure private cloud. A session key
renewal protocol is also presented in this section. Section 4
analyzes the security of the proposed mechanism. Section 5
is the conclusion.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Critical Services for Private Cloud
As point out in the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) [1], cloud
environment is a new model which cannot be well protected
by traditional perimeter security solutions. Basically, we can
identify there at least three specific services of the private
cloud computing environment need the security improve-
ment[21] with information technologies. These specific ser-
vices are:

• Authentication: A good authentication is needed to
protect the private cloud. It works as a part of access
control and keeping the bad guys out while allowing
authorized users in a minimum of worry.

• Secure communication: The transmitted data shall be
protected by encryption. Thus, there is a need to pro-
vide a convent key management between the users and
the private cloud.

• Securing data at rest: The data stored in storage shall
be protected via encryption.

In this paper, we target the need to provide strong authenti-
cation and convenient tunnel establishment for private cloud
computing. Besides, we also interested in the flexibility of
user mobility. To achieve above goals, we focus in the exten-
sion of the IPSec implementations to have secured tunnels
for private cloud and users who might move around dynam-
ically without carrying the same machine.

2.2 System Architecture

LAN
Internet

Target

Tunnel Agent

Tunnel AgentTunnel Agent

Client

Key Database

Private CloudSD

Host

Home
(Move)

Tunnel Agent

Figure 1. System architecture

As shown in Figure 1, Client, Home, Host, and Target denote
the moving subject (e.g., a travel agent), a trusted machine
of the subject (e.g., a desktop in the office of the agent), a
trusted server, and a trusted machine of the primary working
environment of the subject (e.g., private cloud), respectively.
The objective is to provide a secured IPSec-based tunnel be-
tween Client and Target dynamically. We assume that Host
and Target could communicate in a trusted way. Note that
when it is a concern, IPSec could be deployed to resolve the
problem.

3. PORTABLE TUNNEL ESTABLISHMENT
FOR PRIVATE CLOUD

The goal of this scheme is to extend IPSec to provide a se-
cure, l ower-cost, and flexible way in joining a private cloud.
Instead of adopting a full-scaled Public Key Infrastructure,
the purpose of this section is to propose an IPSec-based
dynamic configuration algorithm for the better support on
user mobility. Our scheme consists of two phases: ticket
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generation and mutual authentication with key agreement.
Furthermore, to support non-IPSec environment, we also
present a session key renewal protocol to renew the key of
secure tunnel.

Before we describe our proposed protocol, we should sum-
marize the notation used in our protocol. The notations and
abbreviations used in the following sections are summarized
in Table 1. ~0 and ~1 denote two independent secure cryp-
tographic hash functions, [·]MK denotes the computation of
some MAC digest using a given key, MK, {·}KPiH

denotes

the encryption of some message using encryption key, KPiH ,
that is being shared by the party Pi and the Host, H, and ||
denotes the concatenation of messages. We assume that g,
~0, ~1 are fixed in advance and known to the tunnel agents,
and that each party Pi has a symmetric key, KpiH , shared
with the Host, H.

3.1 Offline Phase: Ticket Generation
In the protocol, we use a key-based mechanism to achieve
the objective of user mobility. Let Client and Host both
have the same set of pre-shared materials. We assume that
when Host get request from Home, it would be authenticate
the user and then generate a set of key tuples. Each key
tuple includes a key, a corresponding password, life time,
and a parameter g. We must notice that the key tuples
stored in Key Database and moving subject are different.
The Key Database would keep all information of key tuples.
To avoid possible threats, only a key, life time, and a pa-
rameter g′ = {g}passwd that encrypted by password would
be store in the moving subject. The password could be gen-
erated by user and keep in user’s mind.

We assume that when a moving subject leaves Home, he/she
would take several key tuples that downloaded from Host.
Note that a pre-shared key could only be used to create a
secured tunnel once. We call them one-time keys. Whenever
a key is used, the state of the tuple changes from the valid
state to the invalid state. Besides, the key parameter g is
secure since it have been encrypted by password. Thus, an
adversary cannot use it to do anything even if he had stole
the key tuples from user’s storage.

3.2 Online Phase: Mutual Authentication with
Key Agreement

While a communication is sensitive, user might need a secure
tunnel to protect the transmitted data between the Client
and the Target. Since the user could be in any possible en-
vironment, he/she might use an equipment with different
level of resources. So, the constructed secure tunnel shall
considerate with the resources of the equipment. Figure 2
shows the sequence of events for the construction of the se-
cured tunnel, where the numbers correspond to the logical
order of the events. We assume that the communications
between Host and Target are via a secured connection. The
establishment of a secured tunnel between Client and Target
could be done as follows:

• Step 1: Initial Setup Request: At first, Client asks
user to get the password. Then, Tunnel Agent of Client

uses password as a key to decrypts g′ to derive the key
parameter g. At that time, Client uses her Tunnel
Agent to submit a request to Host to request for a
secured connection. Client randomly generates a k-

bits nonce NC ∈R {0, 1}k. Then it derives the message
digest

[C, T, gNc , User, passwd, IRQ]
K

keyID
CH

.

Where IRQ contains the Security Objective of IPSEC
and some related information of Client. After that,
Client transmits the messages keyID, message digest,
and request information

{C, T, gNc , User, password, IRQ}

with the protection of the one-time key K
keyID

CH to the
Host.

• Step 2: Request Validation: The Tunnel Agent of

Host uses KkeyID
CH to decrypt the request and then uses

K
keyID
CH to verify the message digest of the request.

• Step 3: Transmission of the User Information:
If the state of the one-time key tuple and message di-
gest are valid and password is correct, then update the
state of the key pair in Key Database from valid to
invalid. The Tunnel Agent of Host then passes keying
information (includes the ID of pre-shared parameter
g, i.e., gID) and the user information to Target. Note
that we assume Client and Target share a set of key
parameter g and Target could use the gID to get the
key parameter g.

• Step 4: User Authentication: The Tunnel Agent of
Target authorizes the user to use services provided by
Target.

• Step 5: Generation of Keying Information for
Session-authentication Key: The Tunnel Agent of
Target generates the following keying information of
the session-authentication key for a new tunnel: a nonce

NT ∈R {0, 1}k, a secure ID

SIDT = g
NC‖gNT ,

a key for message digest

MKCT = ~1(C‖T‖SIDT ‖(g
NC )gNT ),

and a session-authentication key

KCT = ~0(C‖T‖SIDT ‖(g
NC )gNT ).

Then, the Tunnel Agent of Target does the configura-
tion for the tunnel. After that, the Tunnel Agent of
Target delete the nonce of Target, NT .

• Step 6: Passing Back of Tunneling Information
and the Keying Information for the Session-
authentication Key to Client: The keying infor-

mation of session-authentication key, gNT , message di-
gest

[”1”, T, C, SIDT ]MKCT
,

and the tunneling information are passed back to the
Tunnel Agent of Client.
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Table 1. Notations and abbreviations

Symbol/Term Description

~0 Denote a secure cryptographic hash function for generation of session-authentication key.
~1 Denote a secure cryptographic hash function for generation of MAC digest key.
MAC A message authentication code (MAC) allows two parties, who have shared a secret key in advance,

to authenticate their subsequent communication. We can use it to generate a tag.
The particular message may be efficiently verified by the party sharing the key.

[·]MK Denote the computation of some MAC digest using a given key (MK).
MK Denote a key for MAC digest computation.
{·}KPiH

Denote the encryption of some message using encryption key, KPiH
, that is being shared by

the party Pi and the Host, H.
KPiH

Denote the shared key between the party Pi and the Host, H.
g Denote a pre-shared parameter of key establishment.
gID Denote the ID of a pre-shared parameter g.
{g}passwd Denote the pre-shared parameter g encrypted by the passwd.
C Denote the client (user). It could be a IP address of client.
T Denote the target (private cloud). It could be a IP address of the gateway of the private cloud.
NC Denote a nonce generated by the client (user).
NT Denote a nonce generated by target (private cloud).

gNC Denote an exponent generated by parameter g and nonce NC .

gNT Denote an exponent generated by parameter g and nonce NT .
User Denote the user, e.g., user name.
passwd Denotes the secret password shared between the user and the Host. The password could be

generated by user and keep in user’s mind.
TI Denote the tunnel information.
IRQ Denote a request information for tunnel establishment. It could be security level and length of secret key.
keyID Denote the ID of key in the key pool.

K
keyID

CH
Denote the one-time key shared between the client and the host.

SIDC Denote the secure ID generated by the client.
SIDT Denote the secure ID generated by the target.
MKCT Denote a key for message digest.
KCT Denote the session-authentication key shared between the user and private cloud.

• Step 7: Derivation of Session-authentication Key
and Setup of Secure Tunnel: The Tunnel Agent of
Client generates the following keying information of
the session-authentication key for a new tunnel:

SIDC = g
NC‖gNT

It also generates the key for message digest

MKCT = ~1(C‖T‖SIDT ‖(g
NC )gNT ).

Then, it verifies the received message digest,

[”1”, T, C, SIDT ]MKCT
.

If the message digest is correct, then it generates the
session-authentication key

KCT = ~0(C‖T‖SIDT ‖(g
NC )gNT )

and deletes the nonce, NC . After that, tunnel agent
uses the session-authentication key to setup a secure
tunnel.

• Step 8: Passing of Message Digest: The Tunnel
Agent of Client sends the message digest,

[”2”, T, C, SIDT ]MKCT
,

to Target.

• Step 9: Verification and Final Tunneling Setup:
The Tunnel Agent of Target verifies the received mes-
sage digest,

[”2”, T, C, SIDT ]MKCT
.

If the MAC digest is correct, then it accepts the session-
authentication key, KCT , and setup the secure tunnel
for secure communication.

• Step 10: Establishment of a Secured Tunnel (IKE
Negotiation): Client and Target use pre-share model
to invoke the secure tunnel. Then, they use IKE pro-
tocol to generate session key for communication.

• Step 11: Successful Construction of the Secured
Tunnel

3.3 Session Key Renewal for Non-IPSec Envi-
ronment

Our proposed mechanism also support non-IPSec scheme.
To make it, the session-authentication key could be use as
the encryption key for the first session, then, we need a
session key agreement to renew the session key. Here are
our session key renewal process.

• Step 1: Initial Renewal Request: At first, Client

randomly generates a k-bits nonce N ′

C ∈R {0, 1}k.
Then it derives the message digest

[C, T, gN
′

c ]KCT

with the protection of the session key K′

CT to the Tar-
get.

• Step 2: Generation of Keying Information for
Session Key: The Tunnel Agent of Target generates
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Figure 2. Steps for the set-up of a user-mobility VPN for private cloud

the following keying information of the new session

key: a nonce N ′

T ∈R {0, 1}k, a secure ID

SID
′

T = g
N′

C‖gN
′

T ,

a key for message digest

MK
′

CT = ~1(C‖T‖SID′

T ‖(g
N′

C )gN
′

T ),

and a new session key

K
′

CT = ~0(C‖T‖SID′

T ‖(g
N′

C )gN
′

T ).

Then, the Tunnel Agent of Target delete the nonce of
Target, N ′

T .

• Step 3: Passing Back the Keying Information for
the Session Key to Client: The keying information

of the new session key, gN
′

T , message digest

[”1”, T, C, SID′

T ]MK′

CT
,

and the tunneling information are passed back to the
Tunnel Agent of Client.

• Step 4: Derivation of Session Key: The Tunnel
Agent of Client generates the following keying infor-

mation of the new session key: SID′

C = gN
′

C‖gN
′

T . It
also generates the key for message digest

MK
′

CT = ~1(C‖T‖SID′

T ‖(g
N′

C )gN
′

T ).

Then, it verifies the received message digest,

[”1”, T, C, SID′

T ]MK′

CT
.

If the message digest is correct, then it generates the
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Figure 3. Session key renewal for private cloud

new session key

K
′

CT = ~0(C‖T‖SID′

T ‖(g
N′

C )gN
′

T )

and deletes the nonce, N ′

C .

• Step 5: Passing of Message Digest: The Tunnel
Agent of Client sends the message digest,

[”2”, T, C, SID′

T ]MK′

CT
,

to Target.

• Step 6 & 7: Verification and Renewal the Session
Key: The Tunnel Agent of Target verifies the received
message digest,

[”2”, T, C, SID′

T ]MK′

CT
.

If the MAC digest is correct, then it accepts the session
key, K′

CT , and use it to protect the secure tunnel.

4. SECURITY ANALYSIS
There are several good properties would be hold by our pro-
posed protocol. The authentication property (by analysis
1), mutual authentication property (by analysis 2) are held
by the proposed protocol. Forward secrecy (analysis 5) is
also held by this protocol. The proposed protocol also can
resist guessing attack (analysis 3), replay attack (analysis
4), and known session key security (analysis 6).

Analysis 1 (User authentication). The authentica-
tion property is held by the proposed protocol.

Proof. The authentication procedure follows the chains of
responsibility in [16]. We could observe a chain of respon-
sibility, as show in Figure 4, running from the request at
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Client to the Target resource at the other. Client’s access
request (e.g., a request by Alice) is granted because the re-
quest comes with a request information and is encrypted by
the public key of Client’s key pair. Host certifies the request
that is encrypted with Client’s key for Alice@Host. Target’s
membership database shows that Alice@Host is a legal user.
The access control list on the Target shows that Client, i.e.,
Alice, has the authority to own a secured tunnel. The tunnel
agent of Target helps in the establishment of a new tunnel.

���������	 ������
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Figure 4. Chain of responsibility

Definition 1 (Mutual Authentication).
Mutual authentication, also called two-way authentication,
is a process in which both entities in a communications link
authenticate each other. It is a strong security feature for
network services.

Analysis 2 (Mutual Authentication). Mutual au-
thentication property is held by the proposed protocol.

Proof. In the protocol, the goal of mutual authentication
is to generate an agreed session key KCT between Client
and Target for the short-term authentication of the secure
tunnel construction. In Step 4 of the on-line phase, after
Target receiving the encrypted message

{C, T, gNC , User, IRQ,gID}KHT

and message digest

[C, T, gNC , User, IRQ,gID]KHT

from Host, he will check if the encrypted message contains
the identity User. Since the identity User is encrypted by
the secret key KHT shared between Host and Target, Tar-

get will believe the random value gNC was originally sent
from Client, verified by the Host in Step 2 and then sent to
him/her. Target then can compute the session key

~0(C‖T‖SIDT ‖(g
NC )gNT ).

In Step 7, after Client receiving the message gNT , encrypted
tunneling information {TI}KCT

, and message digest

[”1”, T, C, SIDT ]MKCT
.

Since the hashed message included the shared

SIDC = g
NC‖gNT = SIDT

between Client and Target, Client will believe the random

value gNT was originally sent form Target. Client then can
compute the session key

KCT = ~0(C‖T‖SIDT ‖(g
NC )gNT ).

Therefore, the proposed protocol provides the mutual au-
thentication.

Analysis 3 (Resist Guessing Attack). The proposed
protocol can resist guessing attacks.

Proof. The undetectable on-line password guessing attack
will fail, since after Step 2 of our protocol, Host can au-
thenticate Client. The off-line password guessing attack will
not work against the protocol since the password passwd is
only used for protecting the corresponding secret parameter
g, and no verifiable information is encrypted by passwords.
Also, the secret g = Decrypt {g}passwd is stored in user’s
token. Only the legal user in Client has his/her password
passwd (keep in his/her mind) can decrypt it and then use
his/her the secret parameter g. Therefore, the proposed pro-
tocol can resist guessing attacks.

Definition 2 (Replay Attack).
A replay attack is a form of network attack in which a valid
data transmission is maliciously or fraudulently repeated or
delayed. Session tokens usually were adopted to avoid the
replay attacks.

Analysis 4 (Resist Replay Attack).
This protocol is secure and can resist replay attacks.

Proof. In the proposed protocol, the replay attacks fail
because the freshness of the messages transmitted in the ses-

sion key agreement phase is provided by the exponents gNc

and gNT . Except for Client, only Target who can compute
the session key KCT can embed by the nonce NC and the
session key KCT generated by Target in the hashed message

~0(C‖T‖SIDT ‖(g
NC )gNT )

of Step 5. Except for Target, only Client who can compute

the session key KCT can embed the nonce gNT and the ses-
sion key KCT generated by Client in the hashed message

~0(C‖T‖SIDC‖(g
NT )gNC )

of Step 7. Therefore, the proposed protocol can resist replay
attacks.

Definition 3 (Forward Secrecy). A protocol hold
forward secrecy, if compromise of the three private keys of
the participating entities does not affect the security of the
previous session keys.

In addition, there are two aspects related to forward secrecy,
i.e., perfect forward secrecy (p-FS) and master key forward
secrecy (m-FS). The p-FS means that the compromise of
both A’s and B’s long-term private keys would not affect
the secrecy of the previously established session keys. The
m-FS is satisfied if the session key secrecy still holds even
when the server’s master key is compromised.

Analysis 5 (Forward secrecy). The proposed proto-
col satisfies forward secrecy.

Proof. The proposed protocol satisfies both p-FS and
m-FS, a disclosed secret key g cannot derive the session key

KCT = ~0(C‖T‖SIDT ‖(g
NC )gNT )
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used before because without getting the used random ex-
ponents NC and NT , nobody can compute the used ses-
sion key KCT . If an attacker eavesdrops all conversations of

the medium and derives some used random values gNC and

gNT , he/she could not compute the used session key KCT .
This problem is the Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm.
Therefore, the proposed protocol provides forward secrecy.

Definition 4 (Known Session Key Security).
A protocol is called Known session key security, if an ad-
versary, having obtained some previous session keys, cannot
get the session keys of the current run of the key agreement
protocol.

Analysis 6 (Known Session Key Security). The
proposed protocol is secure with respect to the known session
key security.

Proof. In our protocol, the agreed session key relies on
the one-way hash function and session secrets. The output

of hash function is distributed uniformly in {0, 1}k, thus one
session key which is the output of hash function has no re-
lation with the others. Besides, the session key is generated
with the session secrets which are computed from the ran-
dom ephemeral key, thus even one sessiona֒e֒s session secrets
are revealed, the other session secrets will still remain safe.
Man-in-the-middle attack (MIA) is one of the major attacks
in peer-to-peer systems. Therefore, it is also desirable to let
the proposed protocol secure against MIA in cloud service.
In general, an authentication protocol is secure against an
MIA, if MIA can not establish any session key with either
the sender or the receiver. Since the proposed protocol can
provide mutual authentication, the proposed protocol can
verify the transmitted message were send by each other. Be-
sides, our protocol is a Station-to-Station-like protocol [8].
Thus, the protocol can resist MIA.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a tunnel establishment with strong au-
thentication for private cloud. We exploit the extension of
the IPSec implementations to have secured tunnels for users
who might move around dynamically. A session key renewal
protocol is also presented in this work. Instead of having a
full-scaled Public Key Infrastructure, a lower-cost and flex-
ible way in joining a virtual private network is proposed.
An AAA-based negotiation procedure is proposed for the
implementations. The implementation of the proposed al-
gorithm is simple and highly portable. In addition, a private
cloud being a combination of computing resources; resource
constrains are given less priority to provide high security
to the cloud. Therefore, this work has not performed any
performance comparison with some existing schemes. The
proposed scheme holds many important security properties
such as mutual authentication, forward secrecy, and known
session key security. It also can resist many popular attacks
such as replay attack, guessing attack, and man in the mid-
dle attack. The related analytical properties is presented.

For future research, we shall explore dynamic routing meth-
ods for security enhancement. The integration of cloud re-
lated services and the proposed protocol would be a focus of
this study.
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ABSTRACT
Efficient hot and cold data identification in computer sys-
tems has been a fundamental issue. However, it has been
least investigated. In this paper, we propose a novel on-
line hot data identification scheme for flash-based storage
named HotDataTrap. The main idea is to maintain a work-
ing set of potential hot data items in a cache based on a
sampling mechanism. This sampling-based scheme enables
HotDataTrap to early discard some of the cold items so that
it can reduce runtime overheads as well as a waste of mem-
ory spaces. Moreover, our two-level hash indexing scheme
helps HotDataTrap directly look up a requested item in the
cache and save a memory space further by exploiting spa-
tial localities. Both our sampling approach and hierarchical
hash indexing scheme empower HotDataTrap to precisely
and efficiently identify hot data with a even less memory.
Our extensive experiments with various realistic workloads
demonstrate that our HotDataTrap outperforms the state-
of-the-art scheme by an average of 335% and our two-level
hash indexing scheme considerably improves further Hot-
DataTrap performance up to 50.8%. 1

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.7 [Operating Systems]: Organization and Design—
Real-time systems and embedded systems

General Terms
Design, Performance

Keywords
Hot Data Identification, HotDataTrap, Flash Memory, SSD

1 Introduction
Over the years, researchers have explored various alterna-
tive storage technologies to possibly replace conventional
magnetic disk drives. With the recent technological break-

1Copyright is held by the authors. This work is based on an
earlier work: SAC’12 Proceedings of the 2012 ACM Sympo-
sium on Applied Computing, Copyright 2012 ACM 978-1-
4503-0857-1/12/03.
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2245276.2232034

throughs, a NAND flash-based storage has emerged to over-
come the shortcomings of them. These days, the flash-based
storages like a Solid State Drive (SSD) have been increas-
ingly adopted as main storage media especially in mobile
devices such as laptops, and even in data centers [1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6]. Although they provide a block I/O interface like
magnetic disk drives, due to the lack of their mechanical
head movement, not only is random read performance com-
parable to the sequential read performance, but also shock
resistance, light weight, and low power consumption can be
achieved. However, flash memory has two main limitations
in terms of a write operation. First, once data are writ-
ten in a flash page, an erase operation is required to update
them, where the erase is almost 10 times slower than write
and 100 times slower than read [7]. Thus, frequent erases
severely degrade the overall performance of flash-based stor-
age. Second, each flash block cell can be erased only for a
limited number of times (i.e., 10K-100K) [7].

To get over these limitations, a flash-based storage uses an
intermediate software/hardware layer named Flash Trans-
lation Layer (FTL) which hides these limitations so that
existing disk-based applications can use flash memory with-
out any modifications. However, internally FTL needs to
deal with these physical limitations. To avoid an expensive
erase operation for any logical page update operation, FTL
treats flash memory as a log device, stores updated data to a
new physical page, marks the old physical page as invalid for
future garbage collection, and maintains logical-to-physical
page address mapping information in order to track the lat-
est location of a logical page [8]. Periodically, FTL invokes
garbage collection to reclaim the free space resulted from
the earlier update operations. In addition, during garbage
collection, FTL employs wear leveling algorithms to ensure
that all blocks are erased out evenly in order to improve
overall longevity of the flash memory.

One of the critical issues in designing flash-based storage
systems and integrating them into the storage hierarchy is
how to effectively identify hot data that will be frequently
accessed in near future as well as have been frequently ac-
cessed so far. Since future access information is not given
as a priori, we need an on-line algorithm which can predict
the future hot data based on past behaviors of a workload.
Thus, if any data have been recently accessed more than
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the threshold number of times, we can consider the data hot
data, otherwise, cold data. This definition of hot, however,
is still ambiguous and takes only frequency (i.e., how many
times the data have been accessed) into account. However,
there is another important factor–recency (i.e., when the
data have been accessed)–to identify hot data. In general,
many access patterns in workloads exhibit high temporal lo-
calities [9]; therefore, recently accessed data are more likely
to be accessed again in near future. This is the rationale for
including the recency factor in hot data identification. This
hot definition can be different for each application. Now, we
briefly describe some applications of a hot data identification
scheme in the context of the flash-based storage systems.

Garbage Collection and Wear Leveling: Both have a critical
impact on the access latency and lifetime of flash memory.
By collecting hot data to the same block, we can consider-
ably improve the garbage collection efficiency. In addition,
we can improve its reliability by allocating hot data to the
flash blocks with a low erase count [10, 11, 9, 12, 2].

Flash Memory as a Cache: There are some attempts [13, 14]
to use flash memory as an extended cache between DRAM
and HDD. In this hierarchy, they tried to keep track of
page histories to decide the placement and migration of data
pages between DRAM and flash memory by adopting the hot
data identification concept.

Hybrid SSD: Hybrid SSDs such as SLC-MLC hybrid [15]
and Flash-PCM hybrid [16] are another application. We can
store hot data into SLC (Single-Level Cell) or PCM (Phase
Change Memory), while we can store cold data into MLC
(Multi-Level Cell) or NAND flash. They, consequently, can
improve both performance and reliability of SSDs.

Address Mapping Scheme: Convertible-FTL (CFTL) is a
novel hybrid address mapping algorithm designed for flash-
based storage [17]. CFTL classifies all flash blocks into the
hot and cold blocks according to data access patterns. It
improves the address translation efficiency in a way that
hot data are managed by a page-level mapping, while cold
data are maintained by a block-level mapping.

Buffer Replacement Algorithm: LRU-WSR algorithm is spe-
cially designed for flash memory considering its asymmetric
read and write latencies [18]. For a victim selection, if any
page selected by LRU algorithm is defined as clean and cold,
it is chosen as a victim. On the other hand, if it is defined
as dirty and hot, it is moved to MRU position instead.

Sensor Networks: FlashDB is a flash-based B-Tree index
structure optimized for sensor networks [5]. In FlashDB,
the B-Tree node can be stored either in a disk mode or in a
log mode. These mode selections are based on the hot data
identification algorithm.

Shingled Magnetic Recording Disks: A Shingled Magnetic
Recording (SMR) HDD is a magnetic hard disk drive that
adopts the shingled magnetic recording technology to over-
come the areal density limit faced in conventional hard
disk drives [19]. Although this is not flash-based storage,
its physical characteristics are very similar to the NAND
flash [20, 21, 22, 23]. Recently, Lin et al. proposed H-SWD
adopting hot data identification mechanism to improve the
SMR HDD performance [24, 25].

In addition to these applications, hot data identification has
a big potential to be utilized by many other fields. Al-
though it has a great impact on designing and integrating
flash memory, it has been least investigated [26]. The chal-
lenges are not only the classification accuracy, but also a
limited resource (i.e., SRAM) and computational overheads.
Existing schemes for flash memory either suffer from high
memory consumption [27] or incur excessive computational
overheads [28]. To overcome these shortcomings, Hsieh et al.
recently proposed a multiple hash function framework [29].
This adopts a counting bloom filter and multiple hash func-
tions so that it can reduce memory consumption as well as
computational overheads. However, it considers simply a
frequency factor and cannot identify hot data with accuracy
due to a false positive probability that is an inborn limita-
tion of a bloom filter. Moreover, it is heavily dependent on
the workload characteristic information (i.e., an average hot
data ratio of a workload) which cannot be given as a priori
in an on-line algorithm.

Considering these observations, an efficient on-line hot data
identification scheme has to meet the following requirements:
(1) capturing recency as well as frequency information, (2)
low memory consumption, (3) low computational overheads,
and (4) independence of prerequisite information. Based
on these requirements, we propose a novel on-line hot data
identification scheme named HotDataTrap. The main idea
is to cache and maintain a working set of potential hot data
by sampling LBA access requests.

HotDataTrap captures recency as well as frequency by main-
taining recency bit like a CLOCK cache algorithm [30],
which results in a more accurate hot data identification. It
periodically resets the recency information and decays the
frequency information, which is an aging mechanism. Thus,
if an item has not been accessed for a long time, eventually
it is considered as cold data and will become a victim can-
didate for eviction from the cache. Moreover, HotDataTrap
can achieve the direct cache lookup as well as less mem-
ory consumption with the help of its hierarchical two-way
hash indexing scheme. Consequently, our HotDataTrap pro-
vides a much more accurate hot data identification than the
state-of-the-art scheme [29] even with a very limited memory
space. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Sampling-based Hot Data Identification: Unlike all
other schemes, HotDataTrap does not initially insert all re-
quested items into the cache. Instead, it decides whether
to cache them or not with our simple sampling algorithm.
Once an item (i.e., requested LBA) is selected for caching,
HotDataTrap maintains it as long as it is stored in the cache.
Otherwise, HotDataTrap simply ignores it from the begin-
ning. This sampling-based scheme enables HotDataTrap to
early discard some of the cold items so that it can reduce
the computational overhead and memory consumption.

• Two-Level Hash Indexing: To reduce memory con-
sumption further, HotdataTrap does not maintain whole
meta data information for each accessed LBA in the cache.
Instead, it stores partial LBA information by using the hi-
erarchical hash indexing scheme. That is, for sequential
accesses, HotDataTrap stores starting accessed LBA infor-
mation and only its offset information so that it can take
advantage of spatial localities. Moreover, this hierarchical
hash indexing enables HotDataTrap to directly access the
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Figure 1. Typical System Architecture of Flash
Memory-based Storage Systems. The hot data
identification scheme directly affects internal com-
ponents in Flash Translation Layer (FTL).

corresponding meta data information in the cache. This can
significantly reduce the cache lookup overhead.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives a brief overview of flash memory and existing hot data
identification schemes and Section 3 describes our proposed
HotDataTrap scheme. Section 4 provides diverse our ex-
periments and analyses. Finally, Section 5 concludes this
research.

2 Related Work
This section describes NAND flash memory characteristics
and existing hot data identification schemes for flash mem-
roy. In addition, we discuss their advantages and disadvan-
tages.

2.1 Characteristics of Flash Memory
Flash memory is organized as an array of blocks each of
which consists of either 32 pages (small block) or 64 pages
(large block). It provides three types of unit operations such
as read, write, and erase. These operations are asymmetric:
the read and write operations are performed on a page ba-
sis, while the erase operates on a block basis. Data erase
(1,500µs) is the most expensive operation in flash memory
compared to data read (25µs) and write (200µs) [7].

Figure 1 shows a typical architecture of flash memory-based
storage systems. Both Memory Technology Device (MTD)
and Flash Translation Layer (FTL) are two major parts of
flash memory architecture. The MTD provides aforemen-
tioned three primitive flash operations. The FTL plays a
role in address translation between Logical Block Address
(LBA) and its Physical Block Address (PBA) so that users
can utilize the flash memory with existing conventional file
systems without significant modification. A typical FTL
is largely composed of an address allocator and a cleaner.
The address allocator deals with address translation and the
cleaner tries to collect blocks filled with invalid data pages

Hot List

Candidate List

Element is demoted 

if the hot list is full

Element is promoted if the 

LBA already exists in the 

candidate list

New LBA is added if the LBA 

does not exist in any list

Element is evicted if 

the candidate list is full

Figure 2. Two-level LRU List Scheme. If data are
found in the hot list, they are considered hot data.

to reclaim them for its near future use [31]. This garbage
collection is performed on a block basis; so all valid pages in
the victim block must be copied to other clean spaces before
the victim block is to be erased. Another crucial issue in
flash memory is wear leveling. Its motivation is to prevent
any cold data from staying at any block for a long time. Its
main goal is to minimize the variance among erase count
values for each block so that the life span of flash memory
is to be maximized.

Another crucial issue in flash memory is wear leveling. Wear
leveling is to evenly distribute the number of erase count for
each block since, unlike DRAM, each block cell in flash mem-
ory has a limited life span. That is, after a limited number
of erases to each block, errors can start to occur. Currently,
the most common allowable number of write per block is
typically 10K for MLC (Multi-level Cell) and 100K for SLC
(Single-level Cell). Wear leveling is largely categorized into
dynamic wear leveling and static wear leveling. Dynamic
wear leveling tries to balance the block erase count by allo-
cating hot data to the blocks with low erase counts. How-
ever, this will not be able to guarantee a complete balance of
block erase counts since some blocks with cold data may not
be erased forever. On the contrary, static wear leveling can
evenly distribute the erase counts by migrating cold data
into blocks with high erase counts. Dynamic wear leveling
has a shorter life expectancy than static wear leveling since
a complete balance of block erase counts is hard to achieve.

Both garbage collection and wear leveling play a critical role
in longevity and reliability of flash memory. Since both algo-
rithms are fundamentally based on hot and cold data iden-
tification scheme, an efficient hot data identification scheme
is very critical in flash memory design.

2.2 Hot Data Identification Schemes
This subsection describes the existing hot data identification
schemes and explores their merits and demerits.

Chiang et al. [27] classified data into read-only, hot, and
cold data for designing a garbage collection algorithm. This
scheme separates read-only data from other data and chose
a block containing many hot data since hot data will soon
become invalidated, which will result in higher reclamation
efficiency. For data classification, this scheme keeps track
of the hotness of each LBA (Logical Block Address) in a
lookup table by maintaining some information such as data
access timestamp, counters, valid block counters, etc. How-
ever, this approach introduces significantly high memory
consumption.
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the predefined threshold, it is defined as hot data.
Here, K=4, D=4 and B=2.

Chang et al. proposed a two-level LRU (Least Recently
Used) discipline for hot and cold identification [28]. As
shown in Figure 2, it maintains two fixed-length LRU lists
for LBAs: one for a hot data list and another for a hot
candidate list. When the Flash Translation Layer (FTL)
receives a write request, this scheme checks whether the re-
quested LBA already exists in the first-level LRU list (i.e.,
a hot list) or not. If it is found in the hot list, the data
are considered hot data, otherwise, cold data. If the LBA
hits the candidate list instead, it is promoted to the hot list.
This approach reduces memory space consumption by keep-
ing track of only hot or potentially hot LBAs. However, it
still requires considerable running overheads to emulate the
LRU discipline and its performance is sensitive to the sizes
of both lists.

To resolve memory space overheads and computational com-
plexity, Hsieh et al. proposed a Multi-hash function scheme
by adopting a counting bloom filter [29]. Since this is the
state-of-the-art algorithm, we describe it in more detail. A
counting bloom filter (for short, BF) is an extension of a
basic BF. The basic BF is widely used for a compact rep-
resentation of a set of items. According to Border’s defini-
tion [32], a BF for representing a set S = {x1, x2, x3, · · · , xn}
of n items is described bym bits, all bits are initially set to 0.
A BF employs k independent hash functions h1, h2, · · · , hk

with a range {1, 2, · · · ,m}. Each item xi passing through
the hash functions is remembered by marking the k bits cor-
responding to the k hash values. If all k bits have already
been marked to 1, it indicates that the item xi has appeared
before, assuming m is large enough. Otherwise (i.e., at least
one bit out of k bits has not been marked yet), xi is regarded
as a new item. Although a basic BF can indicate whether an
item x has appeared before or not, it cannot provide the fre-
quency information (i.e., how many times x has appeared).
To capture this frequency information, a counting BF uses
m counters instead of an array of m bits. Consequently,

when an item xi appears, all corresponding counter values
are incremented by 1. Among all corresponding counter val-
ues, the minimum counter value indicates an upper bound
of the frequency of xi because each of them can be also in-
cremented by other items. If this minimum frequency value
is greater than a threshold value, xi reported as hot data.

As shown in Figure 3, the Multi-hash function scheme
adopted this basic counting BF concept to identify hot data.
When a write request is issued, its LBA is hashed by K -
hash functions and the K -hash values correspond to their
bit positions of the BF. Then, the corresponding counters
are increased by 1. If all K -counter values are larger than
the predefined hot threshold value, the data are classified as
hot data (note: if any one bit of B-most significant bits is
set to 1, this means its counter value is greater than or equal
to at least 2D−B).

This scheme achieves less memory space consumption and
lower computational complexity; however, an appropriate
bloom filter size is its big concern. The bloom filter size is
closely related to the number of a unique LBA to be accom-
modated, which depends heavily on the workload charac-
teristics. If the bloom filter size is not properly configured,
its performance is severely degraded (this will be addressed
in our experiment section in detail). Moreover, its decay
interval is based on the average hot data ratios in work-
loads, which cannot be provided to the on-line algorithm in
advance.

Hsieh et al. also presented an approximated hot data iden-
tification algorithm named a direct address method (here-
after, we refer to this as DAM) as their baseline algorithm.
DAM assumes that the unlimited memory space is available
to keep track of hot data. It maintains a counter for all
LBAs and periodically decays each LBA counter value by
dividing by two at once.

3 HotDataTrap
This section describes our proposed hot data identification
scheme named HotDataTrap.

3.1 Architecture
Most of the I/O traces exhibit localities [11, 9] and in case of
sequential accesses, only a few LSBs (Least Significant Bits)
of LBAs are changed, while most of the other bits of them
are not affected. The basic architecture of HotDataTrap is
inspired by these observations.

HotDataTrap caches a set of items in order to identify hot
items. For each item, it maintains an ID, a counter, and
a recency bit (shown in Figure 4). The counter is used to
keep track of the frequency information, while the recency
bit is adopted to check whether the item has been recently
accessed or not. To reduce memory consumption, HotData-
Trap uses only partial bits (16 bits) out of 32-bit LBA (as-
suming LBA is composed of 32 bits) to identify LBAs. This
16-bit ID consists of a primary ID (12 bits) and a sub ID (4
bits).

Our proposed scheme adopts two hash functions: one for a
primary ID access and the other for a sub ID access. As
shown in Figure 4, one hash function for the sub ID access
captures only the last 4 LSBs, while the other one for the
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primary ID access takes the following 12 LSBs. This two-
level hierarchical hash indexing scheme can considerably re-
duce cache lookup overheads by allowing HotDataTrap to
directly access LBA information in the cache. Moreover, it
empowers HotDataTrap to exploit spatial localities. That
is, many access patterns in workloads generally exhibit high
spatial localities as well as temporal localities [9]. For se-
quential accesses, HotDataTrap stores the starting LBA in
a sequential access to both the primary ID and the sub ID,
and its offset addresses only to the sub IDs, not to the pri-
mary IDs. Consequently, it can significantly reduce memory
space consumption.

However, this partial LBA capturing can cause a false LBA
identification problem. To verify that our partial ID can pro-
vide enough capabilities to appropriately identify LBAs, we
made an attempt to analyze four workloads (i.e., Financial
1, MSR, Distilled, RealSSD). These traces will be explained
in detail in our evaluation section (Section 4.3).

Figure 5 shows false LBA identification rates for each trace.
We first captured the aforementioned 16 LSBs to identify
LBAs and then made a one-to-one comparison with the
whole 32-bit LBAs. As plotted in Figure 5, MSR, Distilled,
and RealSSD traces present very low false LBA identifica-
tion rates, which means we can use only 16 LSBs to identify
LBAs. On the other hand, Financial1 trace file shows a
different characteristic from the others. When we captured
the 16 LSBs of the Financial1 traces, it exhibited a rela-
tively higher false identification rate than those of the other
three traces. However, when we adopted 24 LSBs instead,
it showed a zero false identification rate, which means the
24 LSBs can perfectly identify all LBAs in the Financial1
traces. To clarify this reason, we made another analysis of
those four traces.

Figure 6 represents a 100% stacked column chart that is
generally used to emphasize the proportion of each data.
As displayed in this figure, unlike the others, the Financial1
traces tend to access only a very limited range of LBAs (a
dotted square part), whereas MSR, Distilled, and RealSSD
traces access much wider ranges of LBAs. This means Fi-
nancial1 traces intensively access only a very limited space
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so that the variance of all accessed LBAs in the workloads is
even smaller than the others. Therefore, capturing 16 LSBs
in Financial1 causes a relatively higher false LBA identifi-
cation rate than the others. In this case, if we need a more
precise identification performance according to the applica-
tions, we can increase our primary ID size, not the sub ID
size. Even though we increase our primary ID size, we still
can save a memory space with the sub ID by exploiting spa-
tial localities. Moreover, although HotDataTrap adopts 16
LSBs capturing in our experiments, our scheme outperforms
the state-of-the-art scheme even in the Financial1 traces.
This will be verified in our performance evaluation section
(Section 4.3) later.

3.2 Overall Working Processes
HotDataTrap works as follows: whenever a write request is
issued, the request LBA is hashed by two hash functions as
described in the section 3.1 to check if the LBA has stored
in the cache. If the request LBA hits the cache, the corre-
sponding counter value is incremented by 1 to capture the
frequency and the recency bit is set to 1 for recency cap-
turing. If the counter value is greater than or equal to the
predefined hot threshold value, it is classified as hot data,
otherwise cold data. In case of a cache miss, HotDataTrap
makes a decision on inserting this new request LBA into the
cache by using our sampling-based approach.

Unlike other hot data identification schemes or typical cache
algorithms which initially insert all missed items into the
cache and then selectively evict a useless item from the cache
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afterwards, our HotDataTrap initially stores only selected
items in the cache from the beginning. Due to a limited
cache space, it would be ideal if we could store only an item
that will become hot in near future. However, it is impos-
sible unless we can see the future. Even though we try to
predict the future accesses based on the access history, we
must pay extra overheads to manage considerable amount of
the past access information. This is not a reasonable solu-
tion especially for the hot data identification scheme because
it must be triggered whenever every write request is issued.

To resolve this problem, HotDataTrap tries to do sampling
with 50% probability which is conceptually equivalent to
tossing a coin. This simple idea is inspired by the intuition
that if any LBAs are frequently accessed, they are highly
likely to pass this sampling. This sampling-based approach
helps HotDataTrap early discard an infrequently accessed
LBA. It, consequently, can reduce not only memory con-
sumption, but also computational overheads. The effective-
ness of this sampling-based approach will be verified in our
experiments (Section 4.3).

A hot data identification scheme needs an aging mechanism
which decays the frequency information. Like the Multi-
hash function scheme [29], HotDataTrap periodically divides
the access counter values by two for its aging mechanism,
which enables hot data identification schemes to partially
forget their frequency information as time goes on. Thus,
if any data have been heavily accessed in the past, but not
afterwards, they will eventually become cold data and will
be selected as victims in the cache soon.

Moreover, HotDataTrap retains another mechanism for bet-
ter hot data identification by capturing recency as well as
frequency information. Both a recency capturing mecha-
nism and an aging mechanism look similar, but are clearly
different: the main goal of the aging mechanism is to reg-
ularly decay the frequency information over time as well as
to prevent a counter overflow problem. On the other hand,
a recency capturing mechanism intends to reflect recent ac-
cess information. Thus, the aging mechanism in Multi-hash
cannot appropriately capture recency information. For in-
stance, the Multi-hash scheme does not provide any mecha-
nism to check if any data have been recently accessed because
its aging mechanism simply divides all access counts by two
periodically. However, the aging mechanism in HotData-
Trap periodically resets all recency bits to 0, and its recency
capturing mechanism sets the corresponding recency bit to
1 if any data are accessed.

Figure 7 illustrates our victim selection process. If the cache

Algorithm 1 HotDataTrap

1: Input: write requests for LBAs
2: Output: hot or cold data classification of the LBAs
3: A write request for an LBA x is issued
4: if (Cache Hit) then
5: Increase the counter for x by 1
6: Set the recency bit to 1
7: if (Counter ≥ HotThreshold) then
8: Classify x as hot data
9: end if
10: else
11: // Cache Miss
12: if (Passed a sampling test) then
13: if (Cache is not full) then
14: Insert x into the cache
15: Set the counter for x to 1
16: Set the recency bit to 1
17: else
18: // Need to evict data
19: while (The current candidate is not a victim) do
20: Move to the next candidate in the list
21: Check if the candidate can be evicted
22: end while
23: Evict the victim and insert x into the cache
24: Set the counter for x to 1
25: Set the recency bit to 1
26: end if
27: else
28: // If failed in the sampling test
29: Skip further processing of the x

30: end if
31: end if

is full and we need to insert a newly sampled LBA into the
cache, HotDataTrap chooses a victim. If we perform a se-
quential search in the cache for the victim selection, it causes
significant overheads. To reduce these overheads, HotData-
Trap maintains a victim candidate list. If an access counter
value is smaller than the predefined hot threshold value and
its recency bit is reset to 0, such LBA is classified into a vic-
tim candidate. Whenever HotDataTrap executes its decay
process, it stores those victim candidates into the list. That
is, the victim list is periodically updated for each decay pe-
riod to reflect the latest information. Thus, when HotData-
Trap needs to evict a cold item from the cache, it first selects
one victim candidate from the list and directly checks if the
candidate can be removed (i.e., it should meet two afore-
mentioned requirements for an eviction). If the candidate
is still cold, HotDataTrap deletes the candidate and inserts
the new item into the cache. If the candidate has turned to
hot data since the last decay period, we cannot evict it. In
this case, HotDataTrap checks another candidate from the
list.

The victim candidate list can notably save the victim search
overheads but does not guarantee that all candidates in the
list are currently victims in the cache because the cold data
(i.e., victims at that time) may have changed to hot data
since the last decay period. To reduce this error, HotData-
Trap periodically updates the candidate information for each
decay period. However, even though there may exist errors
in the victim selection, they are not so much common be-
cause, in general, most of the workloads do not dramatically
change their access patterns or workload characteristics and
are likely to retain localities [11].

This victim candidate list enables HotDataTrap to directly
look up a victim by using aforementioned our two-level hi-
erarchical hash indexing scheme, which can significantly re-
duce victim search overheads.
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Table 1. System Parameters

System Parameters Values

Bloom Filter Size 212

Decay Interval 212

Hot Threshold 4
Number of Hash Function 2

Initial Memory Space 2KB

3.3 Algorithm
Algorithm 1 provides a pseudocode of our HotDataTrap al-
gorithm. When a write request is issued, if the LBA hits
the cache, its corresponding access counter is incremented
by 1 and its recency bit is set to 1. If the counter value is
equal to or greater than a predefined HotThreshold value,
it is identified as hot data, otherwise, cold data. If it does
not hit the cache, HotDataTrap tries to do sampling by gen-
erating a random number between 0 and 1. If the number
passes the sampling test (i.e., belongs to its sampling range),
the LBA is ready to be added into the cache. If the cache
has a space available, HotDataTrap just inserts it into the
cache and sets both the access counter and recency bit to
1. Otherwise, HotDataTrap needs to select and remove a
victim whose access counter value is less than HotThreshold
value and recency bit was reset to 0. Then, it stores the
newly sampled LBA into the cache. If the new request fails
to pass the sampling test, HotDataTrap simply discards it.

4 Performance Evaluation
This section provides extensive experimental results and
comparative analyses.

4.1 Evaluation Setup
We compare our HotDataTrap with a Multi-hash function
scheme [29] that is the state-of-the-art scheme and a direct
address method (refer to as DAM) [29]. We select a freez-
ing approach (i.e., when an LBA access counter reaches its
maximum value due to a heavy access, it does not increase
the counter any more even though the corresponding LBA
is continuously accessed) as a solution for a counter over-
flow problem both in Multi-hash scheme and HotDataTrap
since it, according to our experiments, showed a better per-
formance than the other approach (i.e., exponential batch
decay: divides all counters by two at once). DAM is an
aforementioned baseline algorithm. Table 1 describes sys-
tem parameters and their values.

For fair evaluation, we adopt an identical decay interval
(4,096 write requests) as well as aging mechanism (i.e., ex-
ponential batch decay) for all those schemes. For more ob-
jective evaluation, we employ four realistic workloads (Ta-
ble 2). Financial1 is write intensive block I/O traces from
the University of Massachusetts at Amherst Storage Repos-
itory [33]. This trace file was collected from an On-Line
Transaction Processing (OLTP) application running at a fi-
nancial institution. Distilled trace file [28] represents a gen-
eral and personal usage patterns in a laptop such as web surf-
ing, documentation work, watching movies, playing games,
etc. This is from the flash memory research group repository
at National Taiwan University, and since Multi-hash scheme
employed only this trace file for its evaluation, we also adopt
this trace for fair comparison. We also select Microsoft Re-

Table 2. Workload Characteristics

Workloads
Total Request Ratio Trace

Requests (Read:Write) Features

Financial1 5,334,987
R:1,235,633(22%) OLTP
W:4,099,354(78%) application

MSR 1,048,577
R:47,380(4.5%) MSR Server
W:1,001,197(95.5%) traces

Distilled 3,142,935
R:1,633,429(52%) General traces
W:1,509,506(48%) in a laptop

RealSSD 2,138,396
R:1,083,495(51%) General traces
W:1,054,901(49%) in a desktop

search Trace (refer to as MSR) made up of 1-week block I/O
traces of enterprise servers at Microsoft Research Cambridge
Lab [34]. We selected, in particular, prn volume 0 trace since
it exhibits a write intensive workload [35]. Lastly, we adopt
a real Solid State Drive (SSD) trace file that is 1-month
block I/O traces of a desktop computer (AMD X2 3800+,
2G RAM, Windows XP Pro) in our lab (hereafter, refer to as
RealSSD trace file). We installed Micron’s C200 SSD (30G,
SATA) to the computer and collected personal traces such
as computer programming, running simulations, documen-
tation work, web surfing, watching movies, etc. The total
requests in Table 2 correspond to the total number of read
and write requests in each trace. These requests can also be
subdivided into several or more sub-requests with respect
to LBA accessed. For example, let us consider such a write
request as WRITE 1000, 5. This means ’write data into
5 consecutive LBAs from the LBA 1000’. In this case, we
regard this request as 5 write requests in our experiments.

4.2 Performance Metrics
We first select a hot ratio to evaluate each performance of
those schemes. A hot ratio represents a ratio of hot data to
all data. Thus, by comparing each hot ratio of both schemes
(HotDataTrap and Multh-hash) with that of the baseline
scheme (DAM), we can observe their closeness to the base-
line result. However, even though both hot ratios of two
schemes are identical, hot data classification results of both
schemes may not be able to be identical since an identical
hot ratio means the same number of hot data to all data,
which does not necessarily mean all classification results are
identical. Thus, we need another different metric to make
up for this limitation. To meet this requirement, we adopt
a false identification rate. Whenever write requests are is-
sued, we try to make a one-to-one comparison between two
hot data identification results of each scheme. This allows us
to make a more precise analysis of them. Memory consump-
tion is another important factor to be discussed since the
SRAM size is very limited in flash memory and we need to
exploit it. Lastly, we must take runtime overheads into ac-
count. To evaluate these overheads, we measure CPU clock
cycles per each representative operation.

4.3 Evaluation Results
• Overall Performance: We first start to discuss hot ra-
tios of each scheme under four realistic workloads. As shown
in Figure 8, our HotDataTrap exhibits very similar hot ra-
tios to the baseline scheme (DAM), while the Multi-hash
scheme has a tendency to show relatively even higher hot
ratios than DAM. This results from the inborn limitation of
a bloom filter-based scheme. If a bloom filter size is not large
enough to accommodate all distinct input values, the bloom
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Figure 8. Hot Ratios of Each Scheme under Various Traces
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Figure 9. False Hot Data Identification Rates of Both HotDataTrap and Multi-hash
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Figure 10. Number of LBA Collisions for Each
Unit (4,096 writes) Period

filter necessarily causes a false positive problem. There ex-
ists a fundamental trade-off between a memory space (i.e.,
a bloom filter size) and its performance (i.e., a false positive
rate) of the bloom filter-based scheme. To verify this, we
measure the number of LBA collision for each unit period
(i.e., decay period) under those traces. In other words, al-
though the working space of the LBAs is much larger than
the size of bloom filter (4,096) in the Multi-hash scheme,
all of them have to be mapped to the bloom filter by using
hash functions. Thus, many of them must be overlapped
to the same positions of the bloom filter so that it causes
hash collisions. As plotted in the Figure 10, we can observe
many collisions (on average, 877) for each unit request (4,096
writes). All of these collisions do not necessarily mean the
number of false identification of the Multi-hash because it
can reduce the possibility by adopting multiple hash func-
tions. However, considering this factor, many collisions nec-
essarily have considerable effect on false identification rates
in the Multi-hash scheme. Figure 9 demonstrates well this
analysis. Multi-hash shows much higher false identification
rates than our HotDataTrap. HotDataTrap makes a even
more precise decision on hot data identification by an aver-
age of 335%.

As we discussed in Section 3.1, due to the distinguished
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Figure 11. Average Runtime Overheads

workload characteristics of Financial1 (i.e., Financial1 inten-
sively accesses only a very limited working space), it shows a
relatively higher false LBA identification rate than the other
traces when we capture the 16 LSBs (Least Significant Bits)
to identify LBAs. Figure 9 verifies our aforementioned dis-
cussion: Financial1 shows a higher false hot data identifica-
tion rate than the others. Moreover, according to the Fig-
ure 5 in Section 3.1, MSR also accesses a narrower working
space than Distilled and RealSSD (even though it is wider
than Financial1). Figure 9 (b) also clearly supports this
observation by showing that its overall false hot data iden-
tification rate is slightly higher than that of Distilled and
RealSSD in HotDataTrap. However, even though these two
traces (particularly, Financial1) display higher false identi-
fication rates, they still outperform the Multi-hash.

• Runtime Overheads: We evaluate runtime overheads of
two major operations in hot data identification scheme: a
checkup and decay operation. A checkup operation corre-
sponds to a verification process to check whether the data
are hot or not. A decay operation is the aforementioned an
aging mechanism that regularly divides all access counts by
two. To evaluate the runtime overheads, we measure CPU
clock cycles of them. They are measured on the system with
AMD X2 3800+ (2GHz, Dual Core) and 2G RAM under
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Figure 12. Impact of Memory Spaces

Windows XP Professional platform. For a fair and precise
measurement, we fed 100K numbers of write requests from
Financial1 traces to each scheme and ran 100 times of each
operation to measure average CPU clock cycles. Since the
CPU clock count depends heavily on level-1 cache in the
CPU, if both codes and data are not in the level-1 cache,
the CPU clock count is enormously high. This is the main
reason the CPU clock count at the first run is excessively
higher than the subsequent counts that represent the time
it takes when everything is in the level-1 cache.

As shown in Figure 11 (a), the runtime overheads of a
checkup operation in HotDataTrap is almost comparable
to that of the Multi-hash checkup operation. Although
the HotDataTrap requires a few more cycles than Multi-
hash scheme, considering both standard deviations (28.2
for Multi-hash and 25.6 for HotDataTrap) for each scheme,
they can be ignorable. This result is intuitive because both
schemes not only adopt the same number of hash functions,
but also can directly look up and check the data in the
cache. However, the decay operation of HotDataTrap re-
quires much lower (40.7%) runtime overheads than that of
Multi-hash since Multi-hash must decay 4,096 entries, while
HotDataTrap only has to treat even less number of entries
(approximately 1/3 of the Multi-hash, but it depends on
workload characteristics) for each decay interval. For each
entry, Multi-hash requires 4 bits, while our scheme needs
20 bits or 8 bits. Assuming HotDataTrap entries are 1/3
of Multi-hash entries to decay, its runtime overheads would
also be around 1/3 of Multi-hash overheads. However, our
scheme requires extra processes to update its victim candi-
date list during the decay process. Thus, its overall runtime
overheads reach almost 60% of Multi-hash scheme’s. In ad-
dition, HotDataTrap must consider extra overheads: cache
management. Multi-hash does not retain this overhead since
it uses a bloom filter, while our scheme manages a set of po-
tential hot items in the cache. However, we can significantly
reduce these overheads with the help of our sampling ap-
proach since the requests failing to pass the sampling test
will be discarded without any further process. Figure 11 (b)
plots the impact of various sampling rates. As the sampling
rate grows, the runtime overheads also increase.

• Impact of Memory Spaces: In this subsection, we as-
sign a different memory space to each scheme from 0.5KB
to 8KB and observe their impacts on both schemes. The
Multi-hash scheme consumes 2KB (4×4, 096 bits). As plot-
ted in Figure 12 (a), both schemes exhibit a performance
improvement as a memory space grows. However, HotData-
Trap outperforms Multi-hash, and moreover, the Multi-hash
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Figure 13. Impact of Decay Intervals

scheme is more sensitive to a memory space. This result is
closely related to the false positives of a bloom filter since
the false positive probability decreases as a bloom filter size
increases. On the other hand, HotDataTrap shows a very
stable performance even with a smaller memory space, which
means our HotDataTrap can be well employed even in em-
bedded system devices with a very limited memory space.
Figure 12 (b) exhibits hot ratios of each scheme over various
memory spaces. All hot ratios increase as a memory size
increases because their decay periods also increase accord-
ingly. A longer decay period allows each scheme to accept
more requests, which causes higher hot ratios.

• Impact of Decay Intervals: A decay interval has a sig-
nificant impact on the overall performance. Thus, finding an
appropriate decay interval is another important issue in the
hot data identification scheme design. Multi-hash adopts a
formula, N ≤ M/(1−R), as its decay interval, where N is a
decay interval, M and R correspond to its bloom filter size
and an average hot ratio of a workload respectively. The au-
thors say this formula is based on their expectation that the
number of hash table entry (M ) can accommodate all those
LBAs which correspond to cold data within every N write
request (they assumed R is 20%). According to the formula,
assuming the bloom filter size (M ) is 4,096 bits, they sug-
gested 5,117 write requests as their optimal decay interval.
To verify their assumption, we tried to measure the number
of a unique LBA for every 5,117 write request under all those
four traces. According to our observation (due to a space
limit, we do not display this plot here), a large number of
unique LBAs exceeded the bloom filter size of 4,096, which
necessarily causes many hash collisions so that it results in
a higher false positive probability. Moreover, initially fixing
an average hot ratio of a workload to 20% is not reason-
able since each workload has different characteristics and
we cannot know their average hot ratios in advance. Lastly,
even though the authors recommended 5,117 writes as their
optimal decay interval, our experiments demonstrated that
Multi-hash showed a better performance when we adopted
4,096 writes as its decay interval. Thus, we chose 4,096
writes as its decay interval due to not only a performance
issue, but also a fairness issue.

Now, in order to observe the impact of a decay interval on
each scheme, we fix the memory space (2KB, i.e., a bloom
filter size of 4,096 bits for Multi-hash) for each scheme and
change the decay interval from 2,048 to 16,384 write re-
quests. Figure 13 displays a performance change over diverse
decay intervals. As shown in Figure 13 (b), the performance
of Multi-hash is very sensitive to the decay intervals. Its false
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Figure 14. Performance Improvement with Our Two-Level Hierarchical Hash Indexing Scheme
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Figure 15. Performance Change over Sampling Rates under Diverse Workloads

hot data identification rate almost exponentially increases
as a decay interval grows. For instance, when the interval
increases 4 times (from 4,096 to 16,384), its false identifi-
cation rate increases approximately 10 times (9.93 times).
In particular, the false identification rate reaches even on
average 72.4% if the decay interval is 16,384. This results
from a higher false positive probability of the bloom filter.
On the other side, our HotDataTrap shows a stable perfor-
mance irrespective of decay intervals (Figure 13 (a)), which
demonstrates well that the decay interval does not have a
critical influence on HotDataTrap performance. Therefore,
even though we cannot find an optimal decay interval, it is
not a critical issue in HotDataTrap unlike Multi-hash.

• Effectiveness of Hierarchical Hash Indexing: Hot-
DataTrap is designed to exploit spatial localities in data
accesses by using its two-level hierarchical hash indexing
scheme. In this subsection, we explore how much we
can benefit from it. To evaluate its benefit, we prepared
two different HotDataTrap schemes: one for our original
HotDataTrap (which initially retains the indexing scheme)
and the other for HotDataTrap without two-level indexing
scheme (referred to as HotDataTrap WT). That is, Hot-
DataTrap WT always use a primary ID as well as its sub
ID even though the traces show sequential accesses, which
can require a more memory space than the HotDataTrap.
Figure 14 compares both performances and demonstrates
the effectiveness of our two-level hierarchical hash index-
ing scheme. As shown in the plots, HotDataTrap improves
its performance, by an average of 19.7% and up to 50.8%
thereby lowering false hot data identification.

• Impact of Sampling Rates: When a request LBA does
not hit the cache, it may or may not be inserted into the
cache according to a sampling rate of HotDataTrap. Thus,
the sampling rate is another factor to affect an overall Hot-
DataTrap performance. Figure 15 exhibits a performance
change for each sampling rate under a variety of traces and
Figure 16 plots overall impacts of the sampling rates. As
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Figure 16. Impact of Sampling Rates

shown in Figure 16 (a), average hot ratios for each trace
gradually approach to those of DAM since a higher sampling
rate can reduce a chance to drop potential hot items by mis-
take. Although this higher sampling may cause higher run-
ning overheads due to a more frequent cache management
process (Figure 11), it can be expected to achieve a better
performance as displayed in Figure 16 (b). False identifica-
tion rates, intuitively, decrease as the sampling rate grows.
Since HotDataTrap with 10% sampling rate shows an even
better performance than the Multi-hash scheme by an aver-
age of 65.1%, it is acceptable that we select a 50% sampling
rate as our initial sampling rate for HotDataTrap. Instead,
we can choose a different sampling rate according to appli-
cation requirements. If an application requires a precise hot
data identification performance at the expense of runtime
overheads, it can adopt a 100% sampling rate, not lower
sampling rates, and vice versa.

5 Conclusion
Hot data identification is of paramount importance in flash-
based storage devices since not only does it have a great im-
pact on the overall performance of them, but also it has a big
potential to be applicable to many other fields. We, in this
paper, proposed a novel efficient on-line hot data identifica-
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tion algorithm named HotDataTrap. HotDataTrap adopts
a sampling mechanism unlike other existing schemes. This
sampling approach helps HotDataTrap early discard some
of the cold items so that it can reduce runtime overheads as
well as a waste of a memory space. Moreover, its two-level
hierarchical hash indexing enables HotDataTrap to directly
look up items in the cache and to reduce a memory space
further by exploiting spatial localities.

We made diverse experiments in many respects with vari-
ous realistic workloads. Based on various performance met-
rics, we carried out experiments on the runtime overheads
and the impacts of memory sizes, sampling rates, and de-
cay periods. In addition, we also explored the effectiveness
of our hierarchical indexing scheme by comparing two dif-
ferent HotDataTrap schemes with and without the indexing
scheme respectively. Our diverse experiments presented that
HotDataTrap achieved a better performance up to a factor
of 20 and by an average of 335%. The two-level hash index-
ing scheme improved a HotDataTrap performance further
up to 50.8%. Moreover, HotDataTrap was not sensitive to
its decay interval as well as a memory space. Consequently,
HotDataTrap can be well employed even in small embedded
devices with a very limited memory space.
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